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Abstract. High resolution line profiles are presented for selected forbidden and permitted emission lines of a sample of galactic
B[e]-type stars. The spectral resolution corresponds to 5−7 km s−1 with the exception of some line profiles which were observed
with a resolution of 9−13 km s−1. All Hα profiles are characterized by a narrow split or single emission component with a width
of ∼150−250 km s−1 (FWHM) and broad wings with a full width of ∼1000−2000 km s−1. The Hα profiles can be classified into
three groups: double-peaked profiles representing the majority, single-peaked emission-line profiles, and normal P Cygni-type
profiles. Likewise, the forbidden lines exhibit in most cases double-peaked profiles. In particular, the majority of stars shows
split [O ]λ6300 Å. Double-peaked profiles are also found in several stars for [N ]λ6583 Å and [Fe ]λ7155 Å although these
lines in many stars exhibit single-peaked emission profiles. The split forbidden line profiles have peak separations of as little
as ∼10 km s−1, and were therefore only discernible for the first time in the high-resolution spectra. The ratio of violet to red
emission peak intensities, V/R, is predominantly smaller or equal to 1. Theoretical profiles were calculated for the optically
thin case. A latitude-dependent stellar wind with a radial expansion and a velocity decreasing from the pole to the equator
was adopted. This configuration can produce split line profiles if viewed under some angle with respect to the line of sight. In
addition an equatorial dust ring with various optical depths was assumed. It can explain line asymmetries observed in some
stars. Moreover, the V/R ratios can be understood in terms of this model. The comparison of the observed line profiles with the
models thus confirms the assumption of disk-like line-formation regions as commonly adopted for B[e]-type stars.
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1. Introduction

The class of B[e]-type stars is characterized by the B[e] phe-
nomenon (Lamers et al. 1998). This term summarizes the
presence of strong Balmer emission lines, narrow permitted
and forbidden low-excitation emission lines of Fe , [Fe ]
and [O ], and in particular a strong near to mid-IR excess. It
is attributed to hot circumstellar dust (T dust ∼ 1000 K) and
is a distinguishing characteristic with respect to other classes
of peculiar emission-line stars. The presence of dust requires
regions of high density and a temperature low enough to al-
low dust condensation. A recent review of the properties of
this still enigmatic class of emission-line stars was given by
Zickgraf (1998) during the first workshop dedicated entirely
to this type of stars (Hubert & Jaschek 1998). It was shown
that although B[e]-type stars share the mentioned properties,
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indicating very similar physical conditions in their circumstel-
lar environments with regard to temperature, density, and ve-
locity, they form by no means a homogeneous group. Rather,
they comprise a variety of object classes with vastly differing
evolutionary stages of low, medium and high mass stars. To ac-
count for the diversity of intrinsic classes Lamers et al. (1998)
suggested a new classification scheme for B[e]-type stars
including B[e] supergiants (sgB[e]), Herbig-type B[e] stars
(HAeB[e]), compact planetary nebulae (cPNB[e]), and certain
symbiotic objects (symB[e]). A large number of B[e] stars are,
however, not yet classified. Lamers et al. summarized them in
the group of unclassified B[e]-type stars (unclB[e]). The rela-
tion of B[e] stars to classical Be stars, often a matter of confu-
sion, was discussed recently by Zickgraf (2000).

The common property of B[e]-type stars of all sub-types
seems to be the presence of non-spherical circumstellar en-
vironments. Polarimetry and spectropolarimetry of galactic
as well as of Magellanic Cloud B[e] stars clearly demon-
strated that independent of the B[e] subgroup the scatter-
ing particles in the circumstellar envelopes are distributed
non-spherically (e.g. Barbier & Swings 1982; Zickgraf &
Schulte-Ladbeck 1989; Magalhaes 1992; Schulte-Ladbeck
et al. 1994; Oudmaijer et al. 1998; Oudmaijer & Drew 1999).
The most likely configuration is disk-like as suggested e.g. by
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Zickgraf et al. (1985, 1986, 1989) based on spectroscopic ob-
servations in the optical wavelength region and in the satel-
lite UV of B[e] supergiants in the Magellanic Clouds (MCs).
These observations strongly suggested that the stellar winds
can be described by a two-component model. In this picture
a cool and dense equatorial wind emerging from a single star
is responsible for the formation of the narrow low-excitation
emission lines. It is also supposed to be the site of dust for-
mation. The polar region is dominated by a hot and fast ex-
panding OB star wind with the high wind velocities observed
normally for stars of this type. A similar model had been pro-
posed earlier by Swings (1973a) for the galactic B[e]-type star
HD 45677 also based on spectroscopic observations. In con-
trast to the post-main sequence MC sgB[e]s it seems to be a
(near) main-sequence object. Likewise, the pre-main sequence
Herbig Ae/Be stars are supposed to possess circumstellar disks.

Disk-like circumstellar environments could also be caused
by binarity. Apart from objects belonging to the subclass of
symB[e] several B[e] stars have in fact been shown to be com-
ponents of a binary system. In the SMC two B[e] supergiants,
Hen S18 and R 4, were found to possess lower mass com-
panions (Zickgraf et al. 1989, 1996). Likewise, in the Milky
Way a couple of B[e] stars were found to be binaries, e.g.
MWC 623 (Zickgraf & Stahl 1989), AS 381 (Miroshnichenko
et al. 2002a), and CI Cam (=MWC 84). Further instances are
possibly MWC 349A (Hofmann et al. 2002) and MWC 342
(Miroshnichenko & Corporon 1999). It is, however, not clear
whether in these objects the B[e] phenomenon itself is actually
caused by their binary nature. For some objects this seems not
to be the case. In Hen S18, R 4, and MWC 623 the B[e] phe-
nomenon can be ascribed to the B star component in the binary
systems. These B[e] stars behave like single stars (Zickgraf
et al. 1989, 1996; Zickgraf 2001). AS 381 on the other hand
shows signs of mass transfer suggesting that interaction could
play a role in the occurence of the B[e] phenomenon in this
object (Miroshnichenko et al. 2002a). At this time the role of
binarity is thus controversial.

Spectroscopic studies showed that the low-excitation lines
attributed to the disks are narrow and thus indicative for
low wind velocities in the line forming region. Typically,
line widths (FWHM) of the order of less than ∼100 km s−1

to 300 km s−1 are observed (e.g. Swings & Andrillat 1981;
Zickgraf et al. 1986). Given the early spectral types of the un-
derlying stars such small wind velocities are unusual.

In the case of stars viewed edge-on the direct investiga-
tion of the velocity structure of the disk winds is possible
by studying absorption lines formed in the disk. This method
was used by Zickgraf et al. (1996) to study three B[e] super-
giants in the MCs using satellite UV spectroscopy. The ob-
servations of UV resonance lines showed that the disk winds
are in fact very slow, at least in the case of massive super-
giants. The expansion velocities measured were of the order
of 70−100 km s−1, i.e. typically a factor of 10 less than usually
observed for stars of similar spectral type. This may also hold
for members of other B[e] star classes.

For viewing angles deviating from edge-on one can make
use of the low-excitation emission lines to study the kinematics
of the disk winds. Of particular interest are lines from forbidden

Table 1. Observed sample of B[e]-type stars. References for spectral
types are: WS85 = Wolf & Stahl (1985), McG88 = McGregor et al.
(1988), WW89 = Winkler & Wolf (1989), LeB89 = Le Bertre et al.
(1989), Thé94 = Thé et al. (1994), Sw73 = Swings (1973a), C99 =
Clark et al. (1999), Lei77 = Leibowitz (1977), L98 = Lamers et al.
(1998), Isr96 = Israelian et al. (1996), Drew97 = Drew et al. (1997).

star spec. class. references

MWC 17 unclB[e] L98

(symB[e], cPNB[e]?) (L98, Lei77)

MWC 84 (CI Cam) sgB[e], X-ray binary C99

(unclB[e]) (L98)

MWC 137 HAEB[e] Thé94

MWC 297 HAEB[e], B1.5Ve Drew97

MWC 300 sgB[e] WS85

MWC 342 unclB[e] L98

MWC 349A uncl B[e] L98

MWC 645 unclB[e] L98

MWC 939 unclB[e] L98

MWC 1055 unclB[e]

HD 45677 HAEB[e], B2V[e] Sw73, Isr96, L98

HD 87643 sgB[e] McG88

Hen 230 unclB[e]

Hen 485 unclB[e]

Hen 1191 cPNB[e] LeB89

CD−24◦5721 unclB[e]

CPD−57◦2874 sgB[e] McG88

CPD−52◦9243 sgB[e] Sw81, WW89

transitions because they are optically thin. Therefore radiation
transfer does not complicate the interpretation of the line in-
tensities and profiles. Furthermore, the forbidden lines should
form at a large distance from the central star. Hence, in the case
of a radially accelerated outflow (as e.g. the usually adopted
β-type velocity law) the radial velocity component in the line
forming region should have reached the terminal wind speed.
Because of the small velocities involved the investigation of
the emission-line profiles requires high spectral resolution. If
one aims at a resolution of about 1/10 of the terminal veloc-
ity a spectral resolution of about ∼5−10 km s−1 is necessary for
the wind velocities measured e.g. by Zickgraf et al. (1996) for
B[e] supergiants.

In order to study the disk winds using emission-line pro-
files a sample of galactic B[e]-type stars listed in Table 1 was
observed with high spectral resolution. In Sect. 2 the observa-
tions are described. The observed line profiles are described
in Sect. 3. The density conditions in the line formation re-
gion of the forbidden lines are discussed in Sect. 4. The role
of rotation and expansion is investigated in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6
model calculations of optically thin line profiles are presented
and compared with the observed lines. Finally, conclusions are
given in Sect. 7. The Appendix contains the observational data
in Appendices A and B, and remarks on individual stars in
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Table 2. Journal of observations.

date wavel. range spectral res. instrument

[Å] R = λ/∆λ

Dec. 7, 1986 4545–4581 55 000 CES

Dec. 8, 1986 6541–6598 ” CES

Dec. 9, 1986 5862–5913 ” CES

6275–6325 ” CES

Dec. 10, 1986 4273–4307 ” CES

Sep. 9, 1987 6535–6600 23 000 CA coudé

Sep. 10, 1987 6650–6720 ” CA coudé

Sep. 11, 1987 6280–6350 ” CA coudé

Sep. 11, 1987 6574–6605 45 000 CA coudé

Sep. 12, 1987 6290–6325 ” CA coudé

Sep. 13, 1987 5868–5903 ” CA coudé

Sep. 14, 1987 7147–7182 ” CA coudé

Mar. 27, 1988 6275–6325 55 000 CES

Mar. 28, 1988 7134–7178 ” CES

Mar. 29, 1988 6543–6600 ” CES

Mar. 30, 1988 6538–6595 ” CES

6431–6484 ” CES

Mar. 31, 1988 6538–6595 ” CES

5861–5912 ” CES

6275–6325 ” CES

7134–7178 ” CES

Jun. 19, 2000 3950–7550 34 000 FOCES

Feb. 19 & 22, 2002 3950–7550 34 000 FOCES

Appendix C. An atlas of the high-resolution spectra is pre-
sented in Appendix D1.

2. Observations and data reduction

The spectroscopic observations were carried out in 1986
and 1988 with the Coudé Echelle Spectrometer (CES) at the
1.4 m CAT at ESO, La Silla, and in 1987 with the coudé spec-
trograph at the 2.2 m telescope at the Centro Astronomico
Hispano Aleman (CAHA) on Calar Alto, Spain. For a few
stars with incomplete coudé data the observations were sup-
plemented by echelle spectra obtained with FOCES at Calar
Alto Observatory in June 2000 and February 2002. The journal
of observations is given in Table 2.

Due to the small spectral coverage of about �30−60 Å
provided by the coudé spectrographs strong emission lines
characteristic for B[e]-type stars were selected and the ob-
served wavelength ranges adjusted around these lines. In
Tables 3 and 4 the observed lines are listed for each stud-
ied object. During the 1987 observing run on Calar Alto the
northern B[e]-type star MWC 623 was included in the sam-
ple. The results on this star have been presented already by

1 Figures D.1 to D.8 are only available in electronic form at
http://www.edpsciences.org

Zickgraf & Stahl (1989) and Zickgraf (2001) and are therefore
omitted here.

The CES spectra were collected during two campaigns in
November 1986 and March 1988. The short camera of the
spectrograph was equipped with a RCA CCD (ESO CCD #8,
640 × 1024 pixels, 15µm pixel size). For details on the instru-
mentation see Dekker et al. (1986). The resulting (measured)
spectral resolution was R = 55 000, corresponding to a veloc-
ity resolution of ∆v = 5.5 km s−1.

The coudé observations on Calar Alto were obtained with
the f /12 camera of the coudé spectrograph equipped with a
RCA CCD chip (1024 × 640 pixels, 15µm pixel size). Most
spectra were observed with a linear dispersion of 2.2 Å mm−1.
A few were obtained with 4.5 Å mm−1. The lower dispersion
was used during nights with reduced meteorological quality
mainly for the observation of Hα. With a slit width of 0.5 ′′
on the sky the projected slit on the chip had a width of
4 pixels. In order to improved the S/N ratio two pixels could
therefore be binned in the direction of the dispersion with-
out loss of resolution. The resulting measured spectral reso-
lution for the two linear dispersions used was about 45 000
and 23 000, respectively, corresponding to a velocity resolu-
tion of 7 km s−1 and 13 km s−1, respectively. Another two pix-
els were binned perpendicular to the direction of dispersion in
order to increase the S/N ratio.

Supplementary observations were obtained with the echelle
spectrograph FOCES (cf. Pfeiffer et al. 1998) at the 2.2 m tele-
scope of Calar Alto Observatory in June 2000, and in
February 2002. The spectrograph was coupled to the tele-
scope with the red fibre. The detector was a 1024 × 1024 pixel
Tektronix CCD chip with 24µm pixel size. With a diaphragm
diameter of 200µm and an entrance slit width of 180µm a
spectral resolution of 34 000 was achieved, i.e. 9 km s−1. A
full discussion of the FOCES spectra will be given elsewhere
(Zickgraf 2003, in preparation). Here only the lines observed
also with the coudé spectrographs will be considered.

During all observing campaigns wavelength calibration
was obtained with Th-Ar lamps. For flat fielding built-in lamps
were used. The coudé spectra were reduced by application of
standard procedures (bias subtraction, flat-fielding, wavelength
calibration, normalization) of the ESO-MIDAS image process-
ing software package, context longslit. For the FOCES data the
ESO-MIDAS context echelle was used. All spectra were finally
rebinned to heliocentric wavelengths.

The spectra in the red spectral region are strongly affected
by narrow telluric absorption features. To correct for these
lines, the normalized spectra were divided by the normalized
spectrum of a hot comparison star with a line free continuum
or with possible photospheric lines removed during the normal-
ization procedure. For the Hα lines the correction spectrum was
created from the object spectra themselves. First each spec-
trum was smoothed. Then the original spectrum was divided
by the smoothed spectrum. The final correction spectrum was
then created by averaging several of these individual spectra
observed during the same night as the spectrum to be corrected.

The observed spectral sections are displayed in the
Appendix in Figs. D.1 to D.8 together with remarks on the in-
dividual objects in Appendix C. For Hα see Fig. 1.
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Table 3. Lines observed with CES in 1986 (+) and in 1988 (×).

star Hα +[N ] [O ] [Fe ] [Fe ] Fe  Fe  He +Na D

λ6300 Å λ7155 Å λ4287 Å λ6456 Å λ4549/56 Å λ5876 Å

MWC 939 × × × ×
Hen 230 × × × ×
Hen 485 +× +× × + × + ×
Hen 1191 × × × ×
CD−24◦5721 + + + + +

CPD−52◦9243 × × × × ×
HD 45677 × × × ×
HD 87643 +× × × × + ×
CPD−57◦2874 × × × × ×

Table 4. Lines observed at Calar Alto Observatory. Coudé observations with a resolution of 45 000 are indicated by the letter “h”, coudé
observations obtained with the lower resolution of 23 000 are indicated by “m”. Supplementary observations with FOCES are denoted by the
letter “F”.

star Hα +[N ] [N ] [O ] [Fe ] He +Na D He 

λ6583 Å λ6300 Å λ7155 Å λ5876 Å & λ6678 Å

MWC 17 m h h h h m

MWC 84 m h m h h m

MWC 137 m F h F h m

MWC 297 m h h

MWC 300 m h h h h

MWC 342 m F h h h

MWC 349A m h h h h

MWC 645 m h h m

MWC 939 m h h F F

MWC 1055 m F h F F m

3. Observed line profiles

In the following the observed characteristics of the line profiles
are summarized. Table A.1 in the Appendix lists relevant line
parameters. Measurements of heliocentric radial velocities are
also listed in the Appendix in Table B.1. The profiles of Hα,
of He  emission lines, and of the forbidden lines rebinned on a
velocity scale are displayed in Figs. 1, 3 and 2a, b.

The line profiles can be categorized into four groups:

– group 1: normal P Cygni-type line profiles with an absorp-
tion component reaching below the continuum on the violet
side of the profile and an emission component on the red
side,

– group 2: single-peaked pure emission lines without absorp-
tion components,

– group 3: double-peaked emission lines with a central or al-
most central absorption component, or at least an intensity
dip on one of the line flanks,

– group 4: absorption lines.

These profile groups correspond to Beals types I, V, III,
and VII−VIII, respectively, defined by Beals (1955). The pro-
file types of the observed lines are summarized in Table 5.

3.1. Hα profiles

A general characteristic of all Hα profiles displayed in Fig. 1 is
that they exhibit a narrow single or split emission component
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 3−5 Å,
i.e. ∼150−250 km s−1, and broad wings on both sides of the
emission component extending up to typically ∼20−25 Å, i.e.
∼1000 km s−1. These wings are generally ascribed to electron
scattering (e.g. Zickgraf et al. 1986).

Only one star, CPD−52◦9243, shows a P Cygni profile
which resembles the “normal” (group 1) profile type. Hen 485
in 1988 and MWC 1055 may also be classed with group 1, al-
though the absorption components do not reach below the con-
tinuum level.

The Hα profiles of four stars, MWC 84, MWC 137,
MWC 297, and Hen 230, fall into group 2, which exhibits pure
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Fig. 1. Line intensity profiles of Hα as a function of heliocentric radial velocity. All lines were normalized to the peak flux. A few stars were
observed more than once. Profile variability was found in MWC 342, MWC 939, MWC 1055, HD 87643, and Hen 485 (see text).
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Fig. 2. a) Line intensity profiles of the forbidden lines as a function of heliocentric radial velocity. All lines were normalized to the peak flux.
From bottom to top the profiles of [O ]λ6300 Å, [Fe ]λ7155 Å, [N ]λ6583 Å, and [S ]λ6312 Å are plotted with shifts in relative intensity
of 0, 0.75, 1.5, and 2.25, respectively.
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Fig. 2. b) continued.

Fig. 3. Line intensity profiles of He λ5876 Å emission line profiles as a function of heliocentric radial velocity. For MWC 137 the line observed
in 2002 is shown.
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Table 5. Classification of the line profile types of the programme stars into groups 1 to 4: 1 = normal P Cygni profile, 2 = single-peaked
emission line, 3 = double-peaked emission line, 4 = absorption line. Additional classification codes are: ? = weak line, no further classification
possible, 0 = no line visible, − = not observed. For class 3 a minus or plus sign denotes objects with V/R ≤ 1.0 or V/R > 1.0, respectively.
For Na D no group is listed because of the confusion due to interstellar absorption components. For this doublet only the presence of emission
(“em”) or pure absorption (“abs”) is indicated.

star Hα [O ] [Fe ] [N ] [S ] Fe  He  Na D

MWC 17 3− 3− 2 3− 3− – 3− abs

MWC 84 2 ? ? 3:− 2: – 2 em

MWC 137 2 3+ ?e 3−e ? – 4b, 2e abs

MWC 297 2 3− – 2d 0 – 2 abs

MWC 300 3− 2 2 2 0 – 1 em

MWC 342 3− 3+ 2 2e 0 – 2c em

MWC 349A 3− 3− 3− 3+ 3− – 3− em

MWC 645 3− 3− 3− 2:d 0 – – –

MWC 939 3− 3− 3− 3− 0 3+ 4e eme

MWC 1055 1: 3:– 2e 2e 0 2e 4e eme

Hen 230 2 2 2 2 0 2 – –

Hen 485 1:−2 2 2 2 0 2: 2 em

Hen 1191 3− 2 2 3:+ 0 2 – –

HD 45677 3− 3− 2 2 0 3+ – –

HD 87643 3− 2 2 0 0 2 4 em

CD−24◦5721 3− 3+ 2 3:− 0 4 4 em:

CPD−57◦2874 3− 3:− 3:− 3+ 0 3− 1: em

CPD−52◦9243 1 3:− 3:− 0 0 1 4 em

a Fe  λ6586, b He  λ6678 in emission, c He  λ6678 possible blue shifted absorption component, d observed with R = 23 000, e observed with
FOCES.

emission line profiles. The FWHM is of the order of 3−5 Å.
Note, however, that the lines are not symmetric. The asymme-
try is particularly pronounced in the case of MWC 84.

Most of the investigated stars belong to group 3 exhibiting
double-peaked Hα emission lines. In all of the eleven cases of
this group the blue emission peak is weaker than the red peak.
In no case the central absorption components reaches below
the continuum level. For the peculiar line profiles of HD 45677
and MWC 645 see Appendix C.

For several stars Hα was observed more than once. The
profiles are plotted in Fig. 1: MWC 137 in 1987 (solid line)
and in 2002 (dashed line); MWC 342 in 1987 (solid line)
and in 2000 (dashed line); MWC 939 in 1987 (solid
line) and 1988 (dashed line), the profile observed in 2000 is
indistinguishable that of 1988; MWC 1055 in 1987 (solid line)
and 2000 (dashed line); HD 87643 in 1986 (solid line) and 1988
(dashed line); Hen 485 in 1986 (solid line) and 1988 (dashed
line). For MWC 137 the profiles of 1987 and 2002 are nearly
indistinguishable.

3.2. Metal lines

3.2.1. [O I] lines

The spectral section with the [O ]λ6300 Å line is displayed in
Fig. D.1. It also contains the line [S ]λ6312 Å (s. Sect. 3.2.4)

and a line of neutral magnesium, Mg  λ6318 Å. This line is
present in all objects.

The line strength of [O ]λ6300 Å differs widely from ob-
ject to object, the two extremes being MWC 84 and Hen 1191.
Whereas in MWC 84 the line peak is at a 5% level above the
continuum in Hen 1191 the [O ] emission line is extremely
strong reaching as much as 140 times the continuum flux.

Thirteen of the 18 objects exhibit double-peaked [O ] pro-
files. In some cases the line splitting is weak yet detected, as
e.g. in HD 45677 (cf. Fig. 4) and MWC 297, or at least in-
dicated as in MWC 1055 and CPD−52◦9243. In 8 cases the
flux of the blue peak is weaker than that of the red peak. In
3 stars the blue peak is stronger, i.e. MWC 137, MWC 342, and
CD−24◦5721. In HD 45677 the two peaks are equally strong.
CPD−57◦2874 exhibits a nearly flat-topped profile which was
classified type 3 due to the weak flux increase at the blue and
red side of the nearly flat top. The [O ] profile of MWC 645
is strongly asymmetric. The remaining objects have single-
peaked profiles. Note that in the [O ] profile of Hen 230 the
line top is sloping to the red side.

3.2.2. [N II] lines

The wavelength region around [N ]λ6583 Å is displayed
in Fig. D.2. In two stars, CPD−52◦9243 and HD 87643,
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Fig. 4. [O ] λ6300 Å profile of HD 45677. The double peak is just
resolved with a peak separation of 6 km s−1.

the [N ] line is absent. The lines visible in the spectra of these
stars around λ6585 Å are probably due to Fe  λ6586.69 Å.
Heliocentric radial velocities are vrad = −72 km s−1 for
CPD−52◦9243 and vrad = −18 km s−1 for HD 87643. In
MWC 1055 [N ] is only weakly discernible. The majority of
stars, however, exhibits clearly visible, in many cases strong,
[N ]λ6583 Å emission. Eight stars show double-peak profiles.
Hen 1191 shows a sloping line top inclined towards the red
side similar to the [O ] line of Hen 230, however with a weak
peak on the blue edge. Due to this feature the line was clas-
sified type 3. Eight stars exhibit single-peaked emission lines.
However, in two of these cases, respectively, the profiles were
observed with the lower resolution of 23 000 and 34 000. They
are labelled “d” and “e” in Table 5. Note that each of these stars
shows a double-peaked (type 3) [O ] profile.

3.2.3. [Fe II]

The spectral section with [Fe ]λ7155 Å is shown in Fig. D.3.
Note for that CD−24◦5721 the forbiddden lines [Fe ]λλ4287,
4276 Å were observed instead of the red line (Fig. D.4). In
five cases the [Fe ] profiles are double-peaked similar to [O ].
However, contrary to [O ] the majority of objects, i.e. 10, ex-
hibits single-peaked profiles, 2 of them on a resolution level
of 9 km s−1.

3.2.4. [S III] lines

The [S ]λ6312 Å lines are displayed in Fig. D.1. Only four
stars exhibit this higher-excitation emission line, i.e. MWC 17,
MWC 84, MWC 137, and MWC 349A. In MWC 137 it is very
weak and not much can be said about its profile. The [S ] line
of MWC 84 is also weak. The strongest [S ] was found
in MWC 349A.

3.2.5. Fe II lines

For only half of the sample permitted Fe  lines were observed,
mostly Fe  λ6456 Å, but also Fe  lines around 4550 Å for a

few stars instead. The wavelength region around Fe  λ6456 Å
is displayed in Fig. D.5. Three of the observed stars exhibit
single-peak emission lines. Four stars show double-peaked pro-
files. For Hen 485 the double-peak structure is only weakly in-
dicated. CPD−52◦9243 is the only star showing a P Cygni pro-
file of group 1. CD−24◦5721 is exceptional. This star shows
narrow absorption lines (Fig. D.6). The lines identified in the
observed spectral sections of this star are listed in Table C.1.

3.2.6. Na I D lines

The lines of the Na  D doublet are shown in Fig. D.7. The
spectral section shown in this figure also contains the line of
He  λ5876 Å (see below). Most stars clearly show circumstel-
lar Na  emission. Only 4 of the 14 observed stars do not show
an emission component of the doublet. In most cases the ab-
sorption components are blends of multiple narrow absorption
lines which are very likely mainly due to interstellar absorp-
tion. This makes it difficult to detect circumstellar absorption
features. Because of this problem only the overall appearance
of emission or absorption is listed in Table 5. Exceptions are
CPD−52◦9243 and possibly Hen 485, cf. Sects. C.18 and C.14.
Heliocentric radial velocities of the absorption components are
listed in Table B.2.

3.3. He I lines

The He  λ5876 Å lines are displayed in Fig. D.7. They appear
in all four varieties of profile types. However, only one star
exhibits a clear P Cyg profile of type 1, namely MWC 300. In
CPD−57◦2874 an emission component seems to partly fill in
the absorption component. Two stars show split type 3 profiles
and five stars single-peaked emission profiles. Six stars show an
absorption line. For four stars no observation of He  λ5876 Å
were obtained. In MWC 137 strong variability was found be-
tween 1987 and 2002. The He  line changed from absorption
to emission (cf. Appendix C.3).

3.4. Summary

An important result of the observations presented here is the de-
tection of one or more double-peaked emission lines in many
objects (cf. Table 5). Actually, 15, possibly 16, of the 18 ob-
jects show at least one line with a double-peaked profile. This
profile type is found for both, permitted and forbidden lines,
but not necessarily for each line of a particular star. Eleven of
the 18 objects have split Hα profiles. Split forbidden lines are
found in 13 objects. Twelve stars exhibit split [O ] lines. The
fraction of split lines of [N ] and [Fe ] is smaller. Only 8
of 18 stars exhibit split [N ] lines, and 5 of 17 stars have split
[Fe ] lines. There are only 2 cases where Hα is double-peaked,
but all forbidden lines are single-peaked emission lines. These
are HD 87643 and MWC 300. According to Oudmaijer et al.
(1998), and Wolf & Stahl (1985) and Winkler & Wolf (1989),
respectively, they belong to the B[e] supergiants and are most
likely viewed under intermediate to pole-on inclination angles.
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Note, however, that the nature of these stars still is controver-
sially discussed (see also Appendix C.5).

A remarkable feature of the double-peaked profiles is that
most, i.e., ∼85%, of the observed lines have an intensity ratio
of the violet to red component of V/R ≤ 1. Of the 43 detected
type 3 lines only 8 show a V/R ratio larger than 1. These are 6
of 26 forbidden, and 2 of 16 permitted lines (cf. Table A.1).
The latter are all Fe  lines.

4. Density conditions in the forbidden-line forming
zone

The interpretation of the observed line profiles might be com-
plicated by the fact that the sample of B[e]-type stars is not ho-
mogeneous with respect to the intrinsic object characteristics.
The discussion by Lamers et al. (1998) showed that the con-
nection between the different classes of B[e]-type stars is the
uniformity of the B[e] phenomenon which calls for invoking a
common cause for its occurence in different environments. In
the following we will therefore take the view of looking primar-
ily at the B[e] phenomenon itself rather than at specific object
classes.

The forbidden-lines in the spectra of B[e]-type stars are
dominated by lines of low-excitation ions of neutral or singly
ionized metals. Higher excitation lines like [S ] are rare. This
indicates that the temperature in the line emitting region is
about 104 K (Lamers et al. 1998). The forbidden lines probe
the outer low-density zone of the line formation region. A mea-
sure for the maximum density in this region is the critical den-
sity, Ncr, for which downward collisional and radiative rates are
equal. In the approximation of a 2-level ion with upper level u
and lower level l it is given by

Ncr =
Aul

qul
(1)

with the radiative transition probability Aul, and the rate coeffi-
cient for collisional de-excitation qul (Osterbrock 1989).

At Te = 104 K the critical density of the neutral line
[O ]λ6300 Å is 3 × 106 cm−3 (e.g. Böhm & Catala 1994).
[N ]λ6583 Å has a lower critical density than [O ]λ6300 Å,
Ncr = 8.6 × 104 cm−3 (Osterbrock 1989). For [S ]λ6312 the
critical density is 1.4 × 107 cm−3 This value was obtained with
the IRAF task ionic by Shaw & Dufour (1994).

For the metastable levels of singly ionized iron giving rise
to the observed forbidden transitions the critical density can
be estimated from Eq. (1). Following Beck et al. (1990) this
relation can be rewritten as

Ncr = 3.7 × 106 gu Aul

Ω(u, l)

( T
1000

) 1
2

(2)

with the collision strength Ω(u, l), the statistical weight gu and
the electron temperature T . According to Viotti (1976) Ω(u, l)
is given by

Ω(u, l) ≈ 0.2 λ4 gu Aul (3)

with the wavelength λ in microns. For [Fe ](14F)λ7155Å this
leads to Ncr � 2.2 × 108 cm−3 for Te = 104 K. The critical
densities are summarized in Table 6.

The forbidden lines not only differ with respect to the crit-
ical density but also have different ionisation potentials. The
ionisation energy necessary to form Fe  is 7.9 eV. For N  an
energy of 14.53 eV is required. With χ = 33.70 eV S  has
the highest ionisation energy of the observed forbidden lines.
Hence, the forbidden lines probe a density interval of about
three orders of magnitude, ∼105−108 cm−3, and a range of ion-
isation from neutral, [O ], to [S ] with an ionisation potential
of ∼34 eV.

5. Disk wind: Radial expansion vs. rotation

A spherically symmetric and radially expanding wind is ex-
pected to form flat-topped profiles if the lines are optically thin.
This has already been shown by Beals (1931). The forbidden
lines in particular form at large distances from the central star
where the wind has reached the terminal velocity (see below).
A constant velocity wind is expected to form box-shaped lines
if the emissivity is constant throughout the emitting volume.

In the observed sample of B[e]-type stars there is just one
case, CPD−57◦2874, where a line profile comes close to flat-
topped, however not box-shaped. This is the line [O ]λ6300
of this object. The vast majority of the observed profiles are
clearly different from flat-topped and therefore are inconsistent
with a spherically symmetric and optically thin line formation
region. Deviations from flat-topped profiles could be produced
in the case of spherical symmetry by additional extinction due
to dust distributed evenly throughout the line formation re-
gion. This has been discussed e.g. by Appenzeller et al. (1984)
for T Tauri stars. However, the profile shape expected for this
configuration is not observed in any of the B[e]-type stars of
the sample presented here. The polarimetric observations and
the forbidden line profiles therefore strongly indicate that the
B[e] phenomenon is correlated with an anisotropic distribution
of the circumstellar matter.

Split profiles of Hα similar to those shown in Fig. 1 are fre-
quently found in classical Be stars, although the Hα equivalent
widths in these stars are usually much smaller than in B[e]-type
stars and the underlying photospheric absorption component is
often discernible. The double-peaked Be star profiles are gener-
ally assigned to a disk-like geometry of the line forming region
in connection with rotation.

Mihalas & Conti (1980) discussed the formation of Beals
type III, i.e. type 3, line profiles in the context of the combi-
nation of rotation and expansion in a disk-like circumstellar
environment. Adding expansion could in particular explain the
blueshifted absorption components of Hα and the V/R ratios
smaller than 1. It would introduce an asymmetry of the line
profiles by shifting the central reversals towards shorter wave-
lengths as observed for most B[e]-type stars. For the forbidden
lines, however, this mechanism would not work because the
lines are optically thin and therefore absorption does not con-
tribute. Nevertheless, the combination of expansion and rota-
tion could at least explain the observed double-peaked profiles
of Hα.

The double-peaked profiles of the optically thin lines
could quite naturally be produced in rotating disks as shown
e.g. by Pöllitsch (1981). Keplerian disks could for example
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Fig. 5. FWHM of [O ] vs. Hα. Here and in the following figures the
solid line designates a ratio of line widths of 1.

exist around binary B[e] stars (see Sect. 1). The profiles cal-
culated by Pöllitsch display, however, two emission peaks with
V/R = 1 due to the axial symmetry. Profiles of this type are
found only in a few cases, e.g. [S ] of MWC 349A, [N ]
of CPD−57◦2874, [N ] and [Fe ] of MWC 939, and [O ]
of CD−24◦5721 and CPD−57◦2874. However, the majority of
double-peak lines has V/R < 1 including other lines of the
mentioned stars. It is therefore not obvious that rotation is
the likely explanation for the double-peaked profiles. Rather,
the line profiles seem to be determined by radial outflow.

Let us assume as an example a disk-like configuration with
a rotational velocity v0 at 1 R� of v0 = 300 km s−1 and a con-
stant radial expansion velocity of vexp. Angular momentum
conservation requires vrot(r) = v0 R�/r. Hence at a distance
of 10 R� the rotation velocity would have dropped to 30 km s −1.
At this point an expansion velocity of vexp ≈ 50−100 km s−1

as observed for the disks of B[e] supergiants would dominate
the velocity field. Further out in the disk, at r >∼ 100 R�, rota-
tion would not play a role anymore. In classical Be stars and
sgB[e]s densities of about 1012...13 cm−3 have been observed
for wind zones near the star (e.g. Waters 1986; Zickgraf et al.
1989). The density thus would have dropped to <∼108...9 cm−3 at
r >∼ 100 R�. At this density and distance the forbidden lines are
formed. Therefore the forbidden line zone should be dominated
by expansion rather than rotation under the assumptions made
above. Whereas the forbidden lines are formed in tenuous re-
gions at large distances from the central star Hα is formed in
the inner regions of the disk. Here at distances of <∼10 R� the
velocity field could still be dominated by rotation.

The observed line widths may help to better understand the
possible role of expansion and rotation. In a disk-like circum-
stellar environment in which rotation dominates over expansion
the forbidden lines are expected to be narrower than the permit-
ted lines because the rotational velocity decreases outwards.
If rotation is negligible compared to the expansion velocity of
a wind accelerated outwards the forbidden lines should have a
larger width than the permitted lines. The latter are formed in
the accelerating inner wind zone. The forbidden lines originate
at large distance from the star where the wind has reached the
terminal velocity.

In Figs. 5 and 6 the FWHM of [O ]λ6300 Å is plotted ver-
sus the FWHM of Hα and He , respectively. They clearly show

Fig. 6. FWHM of [O ] vs. He .

that the low-excitation forbidden line is on the average signif-
icantly narrower than the permitted lines. MWC 645 is excep-
tional because of the narrow red peak of Hα. The line widths
are thus consistent with the first assumption, i.e. the velocity
field in the inner wind zone could be dominated by rotation.

The comparison of the line widths of the forbidden lines
shown in Fig. 7 reveals a correlation which is consistent with
the assumption that the velocity in the line forming region
is constant, and hence that rotation is not important far from
the central star. With few exceptions the [O ] line is approx-
imately as broad as the [Fe ] line. For [N ] the result is
similar, however, with larger scatter. The comparison of [N ]
and [Fe ] displayed in the lower left panel of Fig. 7 shows
four stars with broader [Fe ] than [N ]. Note that in two
of these cases, MWC 137 and MWC 1055, the lines are very
weak and the line widths are uncertain. Only Hen 485 and
CPD−57◦2874 show significantly broader [Fe ] than [N ].
The general trend is towards equal widths or smaller widths
for [Fe ]. The comparison with [S ] is not meaningful and
therefore not shown because only three stars exhibit this line,
i.e. MWC 17, MWC 137, and MWC 349A. Inspecting the line
widths listed in Table A.1 for [S ] no clear trend emerges for
the few lines.

The line splitting is depicted in Figs. 8 and 9. For single
lines the velocity corresponding to the spectral resolution was
adopted as upper limit of the line splitting. For the line splitting
no clear correlation between different lines exists. However, Hα
exhibits a much larger splitting than the forbidden metal lines,
which is again indicative of a higher velocity in the Hα forming
region. A few stars with both, split [Fe ] and [N ] are found
close to the diagonal line of equal splitting shown in Fig. 9.
For [O ] and [N ] the scatter is large. Most upper limits of
the line splitting of [N ]λ6583 Å are close to the line of equal
peak separation.

The line widths are thus consistent with the assumption that
in the inner wind zone rotation could play a role. In the outer
regions where the forbidden lines are formed a constant veloc-
ity wind seems to prevail.

Alternative to rotation, split optically thin emission-line
profiles can result from a radial outflow with a hollow-cone
geometry as discussed e.g. by Appenzeller et al. (1984).
Such a configuration may be considered an approximation
of the radially outflowing equatorial disk wind adopted by
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Fig. 7. FWHM of [Fe ] vs. [O ] (upper left panel), [O ] vs. [N ]
(upper right panel), and [Fe ] vs. [N ] (lower panel).

Fig. 8. Line splitting of Hα vs. [O ]. The solid line represents the locus
of equal splitting for both lines.

Zickgraf et al. (1985, 1986) for the B[e] supergiants. However,
as before the axial symmetry of this configuration entails
the problem of understanding the V/R ratios. In the case of
T Tauri stars asymmetric line profiles were explained e.g. by
Appenzeller et al. (1984) and Edwards et al. (1987) by assum-
ing an opaque dust disk. Because the B[e] phenomenon is char-
acterized by the existence of circumstellar dust, a dust disk is
also a possible explanation for line asymmetries in B[e]- type
stars. As will be shown in Sect. 6 it is not required that this
disk is opaque. The opaque disk configuration with a constant
velocity law leads to V/R > 1 in contrast to what is observed
for the majority of B[e]-type stars, namely V/R ≤ 1. However,
modifying the model parameters somewhat profiles similar to
the observed ones could be produced. This will be shown in the
following section.

Fig. 9. Line splitting of [O ] vs. [N ] (left panel) and of [O ] vs.
[Fe ] (right panel). Upper limits are plotted as arrows. Equal peak
separation is represented by the diagonal lines in each panel.

6. Theoretical profiles of optically thin lines

6.1. Line profiles for a latitude-dependent wind model

A detailed discussion of optically thin emission-line profiles
was given by Edwards et al. (1987) (E87 hereafter) for the case
of forbidden lines of T Tauri stars. They calculated line profiles
for axially symmetric and radially expanding winds with an
equatorial opaque dust disk.

In order to study the observed forbidden lines of the
B[e]-type stars profiles of optically thin lines were calculated
following the method of E87 which is shortly summarized here.
The adopted geometry is depicted in Fig. 5 of E87. The require-
ment of an opaque dust disk was relaxed by allowing arbitrary
optical depths for an equatorial dust ring (see below). The incli-
nation angle i is measured with respect to the polar axis. Polar
coordinates r, θ, φ of the vector r are defined in the stellar ref-
erence frame with r being the distance from the star, θ the an-
gle of the vector r with the polar axis and φ the rotation angle
around the polar axis.

For the velocity law the latitude-dependent model of E87
was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, it represents a disk-
like structure resembling the two-component wind model for
B[e] supergiants suggested by Zickgraf et al. (1985) with a fast
polar and a slow equatorial wind. Secondly, the profiles for the
latitude-independent wind shown in E87 do not resemble the
observed line profiles of the B[e]-type stars neither for opti-
cally thick nor optically thin dust absorption.

In the latitude-dependent model the wind was chosen to
have a constant velocity v(θ) in radial direction depending on
the latitude θ according to

v(θ) = vmax f (θ) (4)

with vmax being the velocity in polar direction. The latitude-
dependent factor f (θ) describes the variation of the wind
velocity from the pole towards the equator. Assuming e.g. a
B supergiant wind in the direction towards the pole with a
maximum expansion velocity of ∼500−1000 km s−1 an equa-
torial wind velocity of ∼50−200 km s−1 would correspond to
f (π/2) ∼ 0.05−0.25. This assumption is consistent with the
equatorial velocities of ∼100 km s−1 measured for B[e] super-
giants by Zickgraf et al. (1996).

For the model calculations presented below in Figs. 10
to 14 a linear decrease of f (θ) from 1 to 0.2 between θ = 0
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Fig. 10. Profiles of optically thin lines for different inclination angles i and a dust disk in the equatorial plane with various optical depths,
τ = 1000 (solid line), τ = 1 (short dashed line), and τ = 0.1 (long dashed line). D0 and Rd were set to 1.0 and 1 R�, respectively. The ordinate
is the flux normalized to the maximum. The abscissa is the radial velocity normalized to the maximum wind speed.

and π/2 was adopted. Note that the minimum value of f (π/2)
specifies the line width at FWHM. The profile shape, however,
is independent of this value. The wind velocity was normal-
ized to 1 relative to the velocity in the direction of the po-
lar axis. Other functional dependencies of f (θ) are possible.
For example, in the bi-stable wind model suggested by Lamers
& Pauldrach (1991) for outflowing disk winds of early-type
stars f (θ) could be described by a step or ramp-like function
which takes constant values within certain ranges around the
equator and the pole with some transition region in between.
However, the general characteristics of the profiles remain sim-
ilar unless the constant velocity part of the wind prevails. Then
the models approach the latitude-independent case.

The electron density Ne at point r normalized to the critical
density Ncr is given by

De(r, θ, φ) = Ne(r, θ, φ)/Ncr = D0(R�/r)2v(θ)−1, (5)

where D0 is the density ratio at r = R� and θ = 0. For a given
density distribution Ne(r) the parameter D0 thus depends on the
critical density of the line considered. Lower critical density
lines correspond to larger D0 values. A line with D0 = 1, 1000,
or 10 000 has reached the critical density at r = 1 R�, 33 R�,

or 100 R�, respectively, in the polar direction. Note that due to
the v(θ) dependence the density distribution is disk-like with
the density increasing towards the equatorial plane. According
to E87 the emissivity j(r, θ, φ) for a 2-level atom is

j(r, θ, φ) ∝ D2
e [1 + De(δ + 1)]−1 (6)

where δ is the ratio of the collisional rate coefficients of the
lower and upper level. The line profiles turned out to be insen-
sitive to δ which could therefore be set to δ = 0. The emissiv-
ity was set to zero for r < rmin with rmin given by the condi-
tion of De(rmin, θ, φ) = 1, i.e. no line emission for Ne > Ncr.
For each volume element ∆V the radial velocity along the di-
rection of the line of sight was calculated from

v(r, θ, φ) = −v(θ) cos β (7)

with

cos β = cos θ cos i + sin θ sin i sin φ, (8)

β being the angle between r and the line of sight. Finally, the
flux contributions j(r)∆V of all volume elements within r ≤
rmax were summed up in the suitable velocity intervals evenly
distributed between −1 and +1.
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Fig. 11. Line profiles for D0 = 5 × 102 (solid line), 3 × 104 (short
dashed line), and 1×106 (long dashed line). For the dust ring an optical
depth of τd = 1 and an inner radius of Rd = 1000 R� was adopted.

Edwards et al. assumed the presence of an opaque disk
blocking entirely the receding part of the wind. For the
B[e] stars an equatorial ring structure was adopted instead
with an inner ring radius Rd ≥ R� and an optical depth of
τd ≥ 0. The case Rd = R� and τd = ∞ corresponds to
the configuration of E87. The ring structure with R d > R�
takes into account that the inner rim of the dust disk should

Fig. 12. Line profiles for D0 = 5 × 102 (solid line), 3 × 104 (short
dashed line), and 1×106 (long dashed line). For the dust ring an optical
depth of τd = 1000 and an inner radius of Rd = 1000 R� was adopted.

depend on the dust condensation radius. According to Lamers
& Cassinelli (1998) the equilibrium temperature of the dust
varies as Td � Teff(2Rd/R�)−2/5. For the B[e]-type stars
it can therefore be estimated to be ∼102 R� to ∼2 × 103 R�
for Teff between 104 K and 2.5 × 104 K and Td ∼ 103 K.
Volume elements below the equatorial plane, i.e. at θ > π/2,
contribute Fd = j(r)∆V exp(−τd) to the observed flux unless
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Fig. 13. Line profiles for an equatorial disk and polar cone geometry
with τd = 1, D0 = 3 × 105 and Rd = 500 R�. For the equatorial
disk (solid line) an opening angle of 30◦ measured from the equatorial
plane was adopted. The polar cone (dashed line) is the complementary
volume with an opening angle of 60◦ measured from the polar axis.

the line of sight passes through the central hole. In this case
Fd = F = j(r)∆V. Hence, for Rd > R� lines with different
critical densities can be affected differently by the dust absorp-
tion because the inner radius of the line-emitting volume, r min,
depends on Ncr.

Fig. 14. Line profiles for the same geometry as in Fig. 13 but for τd =
1000 and D0 = 1 × 106. The equatorial disk and polar cone profiles
are plotted as solid and dashed lines, respectively.

In Figs. 10 to 12 the results of the model calculations are
displayed for the linear f (θ) law and various parameter combi-
nations. Figure 10 shows line profiles calculated for D0 = 1.0,
Rd = 1 R� different inclination angles i, and three values of the
optical depth τd of 0.1, 1, and 1000. Note that for R d = 1 R� the
profile shape does not depend on D0. The profiles for τd = 1000
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Table 6. Critical densities, Ncr, of the observed forbidden lines for an
electron temperature of Te = 104 K, and total ionization energies, χ,
for the production of the respective ion (Cox 2000). The last line gives
D0 = N0/Ncr for a density N0 = 1011 cm−3 at r = 1 R�.

ion [O ] [Fe ] [N ] [S ]

line λ6300 Å λ7155 Å λ6583 Å λ6312 Å

Ncr [cm−3] 3 × 106 2.2 × 108 8.6 × 104 1.4 × 107

χ [eV] 0.0 7.90 14.53 33.70

D0 3.3 × 104 4.5 × 102 1.2 × 106 7.1 × 103

are identical to those shown by E87. A smaller τd leads to a
more symmetrical profile. For large inclination angles double-
peaked profiles are produced. The V/R ratio of the peak fluxes
is always ≤1 and depends on τd. A small τd leads to V/R ≈ 1
for all inclination angles. For τd >∼ 1 the V/R ratio deviates
significantly from 1 except for large i. The peak separation is
determined by f (θ = π/2) and depends also on the inclination i.
Decreasing f (θ = π/2) and/or i yields a smaller velocity differ-
ence of the line peaks. There is also some weak dependence of
the peak separation on τd.

In Figs. 11 and 12 the influence of D0 as a function of in-
clination is shown for models with a dust ring. The inner radius
of the ring is assumed to be Rd = 1000 R�. Two sets of mod-
els are shown for which the optical depth of the dust is τd = 1
and 1000, respectively. Different D0 values were adopted for a
polar density at the base of the wind of N0 = 1011 cm−3 and the
critical densities given in Table 6 for [Fe ], [O ], and [N ].
This N0 corresponds to an equatorial density of ∼10 12 cm−3.
For small τd the profiles remain nearly symmetric with increas-
ing D0. Only a small decrease of the flux on the red wing can
be seen. For intermediate inclination angles the split profiles
show a trend of decreasing V/R with increasing D0. For large τd

the lines become more asymmetric for increasing D0 because
the emission for lines with a low critical density starts at a
larger distance from the star. Therefore less emission can be
seen through the central hole of the dust ring. The configura-
tion thus approaches that of Fig. 10. The receding part of the
wind produces a weak bump on the red side of the profile if
the inclination angles is not too large. For high inclination the
V/R ratio decreases with increasing D0, passes through a mini-
mum and then increases again. The models thus show that one
line may show V/R ≈ 1 and at the same time another line with
a different Ncr can have V/R < 1.

Up to now a disk-like wind model with a latitude-
independent ionization structure has been considered.
However, lines with different ionization potentials may
originate in different zones of the wind. For example, the
two-component stellar wind model by Zickgraf et al. (1985)
suggests that the cool equatorial zone should give rise to
neutral or low-ionisation lines of ions like [O ] and [Fe ].
Lines with higher ionization potential like [N ] and [S ]
would originate in hotter yet tenuous regions at higher latitude
towards the polar zone. A scenario like this is therefore char-
acterized by a latitude-dependent ionization structure. It can

be sketched by the hollow and filled cone model, respectively,
of Appenzeller et al. (1984). In the hollow cone geometry
the emission is restricted to a volume within a certain angle
from the equatorial plane. Correspondingly, the filled cone is
the volume within a certain angle from the polar axis. In the
following the terms “equatorial disk” and “polar cone” will
therefore be used for the hollow and filled cone geometry,
respectively.

Figures 13 and 14 show line profiles for the case of an
opening angle of 30◦ (measured from the equatorial plane)
for the equatorial disk and 60◦ for the polar cone (measured
from the polar axis). In the case of a small optical depth of
the dust (τd = 1) the resulting profiles for the polar cone are
complex. The equatorial disk produces profiles similar to the
latitude-independent ionization model discussed above (open-
ing angle 90◦). The FWZI of the equatorial disk line decreases
with a decreasing opening angle of the disk. With increasing D 0

or decreasing Rd the red peak of the polar cone line becomes
weaker.

6.2. Comparison with observations

The comparison of the observed profiles in Fig. 2 and of the
models displayed in Figs. 10 to 14 shows that the general char-
acteristics of the forbidden lines can qualitatively be repro-
duced. According to the model calculations split or asymmetric
profiles are expected from the latitude-dependent wind model
with dust disks or rings of various optical depths. The single
and more or less symmetric emission peaks observed for a cou-
ple of stars can be produced with small inclination angles and
small optical depths of the dust ring or disk. Furthermore, for a
given inner radius of the dust ring the different critical densities
can lead to differences in the observed line profiles. Likewise,
variations of the V/R ratio from <1 to >1 are expected if the
lines originate in different regions as e.g. in the equatorial disk
and polar cone configuration.

The [O ] lines of MWC 17, MWC 297, MWC 349A,
MWC 645, MWC 939, HD 45677, and CPD−52◦9243 quali-
tatively resemble the profiles shown in Figs. 10 to 12 for inter-
mediate to large inclination angles. In most cases the wings ap-
pear symmetric (or nearly symmetric) as expected for a small
optical depth of the dust ring. Exceptions are MWC 645 and
possibly Hen 485 for which the line profiles resemble those for
a large optical depth of the dust and intermediate inclination.
In MWC 645 the lines exhibit a strong asymmetry with pro-
nounced blue wings and split peaks. In Hen 485 the [O ] line
and, to a lesser degree, the [N ] line also show an asymmetric
profile with a blue wing similar to MWC 645. Line splitting is
not discernible, though. The absence of splitting expected for
an intermediate inclination could be due to turbulent broaden-
ing as discussed below.

The lines of MWC 300 and HD 87643 are similar to the
profiles for a small inclination angle and small optical depth
of the dust. A near pole-on viewing angle was suggested by
Winkler & Wolf (1989) for MWC 300 and by Oudmaijer et al.
(1998) for HD 87643.
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Fig. 15. Line profiles for a wind model with vmax = 300 km s−1 at the
pole, veq = 25 km s−1 at the equator, i.e. f (π/2) = 0.08, inclination
i = 45◦, and macroturbulence velocities of vt =15, 20, 30, 35 km s−1,
respectively (from bottom to top). D0 and Rd are 3× 105 and 1000 R�,
respectively.

In Hen 1191 and CPD−57◦2874 the [N ] lines are charac-
terized by a broad pedestal on top of which a narrow peak is sit-
ting. This bears some resemblance with the profiles calculated
for small optical depth of the dust and small to intermediate
inclination.

An interesting feature of the polar cone lines shown in
Figs. 13 and 14 is that they can have V/R > 1 if seen un-
der intermediate to large inclination angle. Neither the models
with opening angles of 90◦ displayed in Figs. 10 to 12 nor the
equatorial disk lines in Figs. 13 and 14 show this behaviour.
This could explain the [O ] lines in MWC 137, MWC 342,
and CD−24◦5721, and the [N ] lines of MWC 349A and
CPD−57◦2874. Likewise, the equatorial disk and polar cone
model produces lines with different width, both FWHM
and FWZI, which is not the case in the latitude-independent
ionization model.

The complex profiles obtained for a equatorial disk and
polar cone model with optically thin dust were not observed
in the sample discussed here. However, the forbidden lines
of MWC 17 and MWC 349A show a strong resemblance with
the profiles displayed in Fig. 14 for optically thick dust and in-
clination i = 80◦. In both stars the lines of [N ] and [S ] are
broader than [O ] and [Fe ]. This is expected for the equato-
rial disk and polar cone model if the higher ionization lines
originate in the polar zone (filled cone) and the lower ion-
ization lines in the equatorial region (hollow cone). The pro-
files displayed in Fig. 11 for optically thin dust also exhibit
the double peak structure if the inclination is high. However,
in these models the line forming regions are not separate for
lines with different ionization potential. Contrary to the ob-
servations the lines should thus show the same widths. Note
that for MWC 349A there is observational evidence for the ex-
istence of a dust disk seen edge-on (White & Becker 1985;
Leinert 1986; Hofmann et al. 2002). The observations are thus

in favour of the equatorial disk and polar cone model with op-
tically thick dust.

An interesting feature of this model in the case of large op-
tical depth of the dust disk is the behaviour of the V/R ratio.
The polar cone line can have a flux ratio V/R > 1 and at the
same time the corresponding equatorial disk line has V/R < 1.
This could explain qualitatively the different appearance of the
lines in MWC 349A which shows simultaneously [O ], [Fe ],
and [S ] lines with V/R < 1 and [N ] with V/R > 1.

The equatorial disk and polar cone model also seems
promising for MWC 137, MWC 342, and CD−24◦5721. In
these objects the [O ] exhibits a V/R ratio > 1. In MWC 137
the line widths and the V/R ratio suggest that [O ] is a polar
cone line, whereas [S ] and [N ] are equatorial disk lines.

In Hen 230 and MWC 1055 the [N ] line shows a red wing
indicating that this line originates in a polar cone seen under an
intermediate aspect angle. In Hen 230 the wing is also indicated
in [Fe ].

Though many line characteristics can thus be understood
in terms of the latitude-dependent wind model there seems to
be a problem in explaining simultaneously split and single-
peaked forbidden lines as observed in several stars. In many
of these cases insufficient spectral resolution or too low an
S/N ratio might be an explanation for the apparent differ-
ences of the profiles, e.g. in MWC 297, and MWC 1055. In
MWC 17, MWC 342, HD 45677, and CD−24◦5721, however,
the differences seem to be real. A possible explanation could
be the existence of macroscopic turbulent motion of the order
of ∼10−30 km s−1. It would broaden the local line profile and
therefore smear out line splitting if the expansion velocities are
small enough. As an example a hollow cone model with an
opening angle of 30◦ and an inclination angle of 45◦ is shown in
Fig. 15. For the wind a polar velocity of vmax = 300 km s−1, and
an equatorial velocity of veq = 25 km s−1, i.e. f (π/2) = 0.08,
was adopted. The line broadening due to macro turbulence was
assumed to have a Gaussian shape with a FWHM given by
the turbulent velocity vt. Four values were assumed for v t, i.e.
15, 20, 30, and 35 km s−1. The optical depth of the dust disk
was τd = 1. The figure shows that the split profile disappears
for high vt. If the lines originate in different regions, e.g. due
to ionization effects, a location-dependent turbulence velocity
could therefore lead to the observed differences in the profiles.
A high vt could also be responsible for the sloping tops of the
lines of CPD−52◦9243. V/R < 1 and [N ] with V/R < 1 (cf.
Fig. 2).

Alternatively, the simultaneous appearance of split and
single-peaked lines of the different ions can be explained
with the equatorial disk and polar cone model. MWC 342 and
HD 45677 show split [O ], but single-peaked [Fe ] and [N ].
Surprisingly, such a combination of profiles can be produced
in a nearly pole-on geometry. This is illustrated in Fig. 16 for a
model with an inclination angle of i = 10◦. Here it is assumed
that the split line originates in the polar cone with a large open-
ing angle of about ∼70◦ to ∼80◦. The line has a V/R ratio
of >1. The single-peaked line is produced with an opening an-
gle of 90◦, which means latitude-independent ionization. This
confguration thus can lead to split lines with V/R > 1 and si-
multaneously to single-peaked lines.
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Fig. 16. Simultaneous appearance of split and single-peaked lines for a
polar cone with an opening angle of 80◦ (dashed line) and an opening
angle of 90◦ (solid line) with Rd = 1000 R�, τd = 0.5, D0 = 3 × 105

(dashed line) and D0 = 5× 103 (solid line). The D0 values correspond
to [O ] and [Fe ] for N0 = 1012 cm−3, respectively.

7. Conclusions

High-resolution line profiles of selected permitted and forbid-
den lines of B[e]-type stars were discussed. A main result was
the detection of double-peaked forbidden lines in a large frac-
tion of the observed sample. This strongly indicates that the
line formation environment has a non-spherical distribution,
most likely in a disk-like configuration. Lines formed close to
the star like Hα and He  were compared with forbidden lines
formed in the tenuous outskirts. The comparison suggests that
rotation could dominate in the inner zones but is overtaken by
a radially expanding disk wind in the outer regions.

Line profiles were calculated for the optically thin case.
Profiles similar to the observed forbidden lines are expected for
a radially expanding latitude-dependent wind. This wind con-
figuration can be considered a parametrization of the generally
accepted two-component wind model for B[e]-type stars.

For many objects in the sample the observed line profiles
are consistent with models assuming a latitude-independent
ionization structure of the wind. There are, however, two other
groups of objects for which the models suggest (partly) sepa-
rated line forming regions for the different ions. In one group
the low ionization lines seem to originate in an equatorial disk.
In the second group the neutral line of [O ] appears to originate
in a polar cone instead.

It is clear, though, that due to simplifying assumptions of
the model it cannot be expected to explain all details of the

observed profiles. Rather, the discrepancies might suggest that
the environments, although in general having a disk-like struc-
ture, are apparently more complicated than assumed here. In
particular, the ionization structure is taken into account only
simplistically with the hollow and filled cone model because of
the lack of information on this parameter. For example, charge
tranfer reactions can have a strong influence on the ioniza-
tion balance of oxygen and nitrogen (e.g. Chamberlain 1956;
Butler & Dalgarno 1979). This has not been investigated for
B[e] star disks so far. Binarity could add further complexity.
However, as long as an expanding wind dominates the cir-
cumstellar environment at large distances from the central ob-
ject the latitude-dependent wind model could also be applica-
ble to such a subclass of B[e]-type stars. Thus even with the
simplifying assumptions the results obtained here support the
commonly adopted point of view that the forbidden emission
lines of B[e]-type stars are formed in disk-like circumstellar
environments.
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Appendix A: Emission line parameters

In Table A.1 the line parameters of the observed emission
lines are listed. Line peak intensities Iline = Fline/Fcont (for
the stronger peak in case of split profiles) and the ratio of blue
and red peak intensities, V/R = (Fblue − Fcont)/(Fred − Fcont),
are given in the first two columns. W is the equivalent width
in Å, ∆v (in km s−1) is the peak separation for lines of type 3.
FWZI and FWHM (in km s−1) are the full width at zero intensity
and full width at half maximum, respectively. Errors of FWZI
and FWHM were found to be about 10−15%. The meaning
of “FWHM” is taken literally by measuring the line widths at
the 50% flux level of the maximum peak flux independent of
the line profile shape. For type 3 profiles with V/R < 0.5 or
type 1 P Cygni profiles this only measures the width of the red
emission peak which is then used as a rough estimate for the
FWHM. For Hα only a lower limit for FWZI can be given due
to the small wavelength intervals covered by the spectra.
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Table A.1. Line parameters.

MWC 17

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 180.1 0.72 −680 >∼2050 178 90
He λ5876 Å 5.7 0.68 −7.2 200 97 54
[O ]λ6300 Å 25.4 0.91 −27.1 103 51 20
[N ]λ6583 Å 3.4 0.92 −3.5 156 70 16
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 3.6 – −2.5 101 45 –
[S ]λ6312 Å 3.1 0.76 −3.5 139 75 45

MWC 84

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 109 – −245 >∼1280 132 –
He λ5876 Å 30.7 – −52.5 510 112 –
[O ]λ6300 Å ≤1.05 – ≤0.1 – – –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.08 – −0.19 96 (76:) –
[N ]λ6583 Å 2.7 1.00: −2.5 159 58 14:
[S ]λ6312 Å 1.2 – −0.30 117 84 –

MWC 137

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα(1987) 86.9 – −395 >∼1400 197 –
Hα(2002) 105.3 – −464 ∼1600 196 –
He λ5876 Å (87) – – +1.3 – – –
He λ5876 Å (02) 1.9 – −4.1 796 270 –
[O ]λ6300 Å 1.6 1.20 −0.78 141 58 29
[Fe ]λ7155Å 1.05 – −0.09 132: 77: –
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.45 0.96 −0.39 95 34 11:
[S ]λ6312 Å 1.14 – −0.10 69 32 –

MWC 297

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 98.2 – −203 >∼1650 173 –
He λ5876 Å 1.16 – −0.30 299 139 –
[O ]λ6300 Å 14.9 0.92 −8.0 77 29 9
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.35 – −0.21 82 22 –

MWC 300

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 89.0 0.38 −150 >∼1140 65 78
He λ5876 Å 2.10 – −1.41 201 59 –
[O ]λ6300 Å 24.5 – −10.7 75 21 –
[N ]λ6583 Å 3.1 – −1.33 88 25 –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.90 – −0.61 65 29 –

MWC 342

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα(1987) 60.5 0.27 −225 >∼1650 117 138
Hα(2000) 58.3 0.20 −240 ∼1600 91 210
He λ5876 Å 1.21 – −1.20 440 281 –
[O ]λ6300 Å 3.94 1.20 −3.90 124 38 12
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.16 – −0.14 86 30 –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.22 – −0.15 89 25 –

Table A.1. continued.

MWC 349

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 184 0.62 −189 >∼1230 152 72
He λ5876 Å 11.4 0.79 −22.7 257 130 86
[O ]λ6300 Å 3.94 0.83 −3.74 114 67 31
[N ]λ6583 Å 6.25 1.09 −10.3 175 119 69
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 3.50 0.90 −3.96 123 66 32
[S ]λ6312 Å 3.07 0.91 −4.05 173 122 90

MWC 645

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 478 0.38 −195 >∼1330 70 188
[O ]λ6300 Å 10.1 0.83 −14.0 279 74 19
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.24 – −0.30 105 69 –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 5.55 0.82 −8.3 260 70 26

MWC 939

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 1987 228 0.77 −391 >∼1260 174 96
Hα 1988 191 0.87 −386 >∼1140 169 86
Hα 2000 173 0.88 −270 2700 160 83
[O ]λ6300 Å 20.5 0.89 −15.8 138 42 16
[N ]λ6583 Å 2.57 0.97 −1.15 56 33 11
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 5.13 0.98 −3.64 148 32 10
Fe  λ6456 Å 1.65 1.68 −1.43 153 78 36

MWC 1055

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα (1987) 68 0.04 −181 >∼1740 101 (206)
Hα (2000) 62 0.03 −113 3300 113 (330)
[O ]λ6300 Å 2.54 0.86 −0.90 54 28 7:
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.07 – −0.03 26: 13: –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.11 – −0.07 47 26 –
Fe  λ6456 Å 1.12 – −0.27 218 99 –

Hen 230

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 96.2 – −229 >∼1550 119 –
[O ]λ6300 Å 2.26 – −0.80 88 25 –
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.16 – −0.05 41 16 –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.25 – −0.09 36 14 –
Fe  λ6456 Å 1.20 – −0.33 156 89 –

Hen 485

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 1986 45.6 – −170 >∼1800 159 –
Hα 1988 44.7 0.04: −156 >∼1830 133 –
He λ5876 Å 1.32 – −0.92 374 127 –
[O ]λ6300 Å 1.34 – −0.34 116 41 –
[N ]λ6583 Å (86) 1.67 – −0.31 53 22 –
[N ]λ6583 Å (88) 2.86 – −0.92 62 22 –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.21 – −0.32 153 45 –
Fe  λ4549 Å 2.44 – −2.12 198 85 –
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Table A.1. continued.

Hen 1191

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 723 0.62 −821 >∼1280 93 69
[O ]λ6300 Å 124 – −32.6 90 18 –
[N ]λ6583 Å 2.36 – −0.92 93 24 –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 39.6 – −12.7 85 19 –
Fe  λ6456 Å 22.6 – −8.90 136 17 –

HD 45677

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 59.9 0.70 −194 >∼1140 172 66
Hα, red peak 59.9 1.00 25
[O ]λ6300 Å 8.59 1.00 −5.10 97 30 6
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.93 – −0.48 75 21 –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.21 – −0.27 126 20 –
Fe  λ6456 Å 1.34 1.13 −0.52 249 67 29

HD 87643

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 1986 55.0 0.32 −274 >∼1500 146 215
Hα 1988 92.0 0.24 −323 >∼1520 108 184
[O ]λ6300 Å (86) 1.92 – −1.02 180 37 –
[O ]λ6300 Å (88) 2.43 – −1.23 181 36 –
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.65 – −0.60 260 38 –
Fe  λ6456 Å 2.06 – −1.91 357 69 –

CD−24◦5721

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 38.3 0.65 −182 >∼1740 240 120
He λ5876 Å – – +0.89 – 310 –
[O ]λ6300 Å 2.22 1.04 −1.15 141 46 12
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.27 1.0 −0.17 69 26 6:
[Fe ]λ4287 Å 1.48 – −0.15 49 24 –
Fe  λ4549 Å – – +0.44 – 11 –

CPD−57◦2874

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 23.2 0.30 −92.7 >∼1920 146 130
[O ]λ6300 Å 1.18 1.00 −0.37 194 96 31:
[N ]λ6583 Å 1.19 1.05 −0.29 168 55 22
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.13 – −0.41 278 120 –
Fe  λ6456 Å 1.16 0.88 −0.51 322 175 99

CPD−52◦9243

line Iline V/R W FWZI FWHM ∆v

Hα 15.8 0.08 −54.9 >∼1460 174 –
[O ]λ6300 Å 1.30 0.72: −0.40 111 67 36:
[Fe ]λ7155 Å 1.21 0.75: −0.28 119 65 39:
Fe  λ6456 Å 2.09 – −2.16 – 102 –

Appendix B: Heliocentric radial velocities

In Table B.1 heliocentric radial velocities of the different lines
are listed. For double-peaked emission lines “eb” and “er” de-
note the velocities of the blue and red emission components, re-
spectively. For single-peaked emission lines “c” denotes the ve-
locities of the center of emission. In the case of double-peaked
lines “c” is the velocity of the central absorption or of the cen-
tral dip between the emission peaks. For pure absorption lines
it is the central velocity of the absorption feature. Velocities
of absorption components are additionally flagged by the let-
ter “a”. For type 1 profiles absorption velocities are listed in
the column “eb/a”. The laboratory wavelengths used for the
forbidden lines are 6300.31 Å for [O ], 7155.14 Å for [Fe ],
6583.37 Å for [N ], and 6312.10 Å for [S ]. Table B.2 lists
the heliocentric radial velocities of the absorption components
of the Na D doublet. In some cases not all components were
detectable in each of the doublet components. This is often due
to saturation effects in the strong line cores.
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Table B.1. Heliocentric radial velocities of the emission lines.

line MWC 17 MWC 84 MWC 137 MWC 297

eb/a c er eb/a c er eb/a c er eb/a c er

Hα −101 −59 −11 −84 +43 −5

[O ]λ6300 Å −59 −51 −39 +25 +43 +54 −15 −13 −6

[N ]λ6583 Å −53 −47 −37 −49 −42 −35 +38 +45 +49 −5

[Fe ]λ7155 Å −46 +48

He  λ5876 Å −78 −57 −24 −52 +9 +20a +16

He  λ5876 Å(2002) +36f

He  λ6678 Å −67 −53 −20 −59 +29:

[S ]λ6312 Å −70 −44 −25 −45 +41:

MWC 300 MWC 342 MWC 349 MWC 645

Hα −25 −1 +51 −141 −81 −3 −69 −24 +3 −218 −108 −30

[O ]λ6300 Å +21 −38 −31 −26 −23 −11 +8 −58 −54 −39

[N ]λ6583 Å +24 −31 −48 −4 +21 −47

[Fe ]λ7155 Å +23 −29 −21 −6 +11 −65 −56 −39

He  λ5876 Å −30ea +54 −38 −52 −20 +34

He  λ6678 Å −272a −21 −56 −26 +30

[S ]λ6312 Å −55 −10 +35

MWC 939 MWC 1055 Hen 230 Hen 485

Hα(1986) +15

Hα (1987) −43 +7 +53 −283 −221 −77

Hα (1988) −36 +6 +47 +38 −245a −3

Hα (2000) −33 f +5 f +50 f −408 −315 −78

[O ]λ6300 Å +1 +9 +17 −97: −94: −90 +25 −10

[N ]λ6583 Å +7 +12 +18 −91f +29 −7

[Fe ]λ7155 Å +6 +10 +16 −91f +27 −12

Fe  λ6456 Å −94 f +19 −28 −14 −6

He  λ5876 Å +24 f −112 f −12

Hen 1191 HD 45677 HD 87643 CD−24◦5721

Hα (1986) −189 −105 +26 −12 +48 +108

Hα (1988) −50 −17 +19 −17 +6 +49a −170 −108 +14

[O ]λ6300 Å −8 +15 +18 +21 −9 +49 +55 +61

[N ]λ6583 Å −7 +21 +55 +58 +61

[Fe ]λ7155 Å −7 +21 −8 +55b

Fe  λ6456 Å −15 −2 +16 +27 −21 +59ac

He  λ5876 Å +23 −14a

CPD−57◦2874 CPD−52◦9243

Hα −108 −75 +22 −194a −38

[O ]λ6300 Å +3 −48d

[N ]λ6583 Å −3 +8 +19

[Fe ]λ7155 −14 +5 +21 −50d

Fe  λ6456 Å −59 −16 +40 −238a −52

He  λ5876 Å −148a +31e +133a −300a

a Two components: +35/+60 km s−1; b [Fe ]λ4287 Å; c Mean of Fe  λλ4549, 4556 Å; d Centroid of asymmentric line; e Additional narrow
absorption component at −100 km s−1; f Observed with FOCES.
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Table B.2. Heliocentric radial velocities, vi, of the multiple absorption components, i, of the NaI D doublet in km s−1.

MWC 17 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7

Na D 1 −48.7 −41.5 −24.5 −11.3 −4.5
Na D 2 −51.6 −41.1 −24.7 −13.3 −1.7

MWC 84

Na D 1 −35.1 −6.5 +3.1
Na D 2 −42.5 −32.3 −7.2 +4.2

MWC 137

Na D 1 +17.3 +25.9 +34.6
Na D 2 +18.1 +28.3 +36.1

MWC 297

Na D 1 −44.8 −26.6 −17.0 −9.7
Na D 2 −44.2 −26.5 −7.7

MWC 300

Na D 1 −23.8 −6.7 +6.2
Na D 2 −22.5 −8.9 −0.2 +5.5

MWC 342

Na D 1 −15.6 −7.5
Na D 2 −11.5 −4.3

MWC 349

Na D 1 −7.3 −0.3
Na D 2 −15.8 −8.1 −0.7

MWC 939

Na D 1 −8.9 +11.5
Na D 2 −8.1 +11.4

MWC 1055

Na D 1 −209.7 −188.7 −43.5 −14.4
Na D 2 −207.9 −191.1 −42.6 −13.3

MWC 485

Na D 1 −73.8 −66.3 −45.2 −29.7 −15.8 −3.5 +6.4
Na D 2 −74.3 −67.1 −45.4 −29.3 −16.1 −4.0 +6.6

HD 87643

Na D 1 −56.0 −20.0 −2.9 +7.7 +24.7
Na D 2 −56.3 −19.7 −3.6 +7.7 +25.7

CPD−57◦2874

Na D 1 −68.8 −58.5 −42.9 −18.0 −4.8 +9.6 +34.3
Na D 2 −68.4 −18.6 −5.4 +6.8 +34.2

CPD−52◦9243

Na D 1 −176.6 −38.7 −6.7
Na D 2 −173.2 −39.3 −22.4 −7.3
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Appendix C: Remarks on individual objects

C.1. MWC 17

The nature of MWC 17 is still unclear (classification unclB[e]),
although some indications for a post-AGB evolutionary status
exist according to Leibowitz (1977), i.e. type cPNB[e]. So far
this star was only studied using low to medium resolution spec-
tra, e.g. recently by Jaschek & Andrillat (1999).

In the sample studied here MWC 17 it is the star with the
second strongest Hα emission. It is nearly as strong as that of
the cPNB[e] star Hen 1191. The blue peak reaches an inten-
sity of ∼75% of the red peak (cf. Sect. C.15 and Table A.1).
The Hα profile of MWC 17 is twice as broad as that of
Hen 1191. The shapes profile, however, are very similar. Unlike
the cPNB[e] star Hen 1191 most forbidden lines of MWC 17
show a double-peak structure. Only [Fe ]λ7155 Å is a single-
peaked emission line. Furthermore, the widths (FWHM) of the
forbidden lines of MWC 17 are a factor of 2−3 larger than those
of Hen 1191 and are among the broadest lines in the sample.

Radial velocity measurements were published by Swings
& Struve (1941). They measured RV = −28 km s−1 for the
Balmer lines for which the double peak was not resolved, and
−37 km s−1 for [Fe ]. The latter value is in reasonable agree-
ment with the velocity of −46 km s−1 measured here from the
coudé spectrum.

C.2. MWC 84 (=CI Cam)

In the studied sample MWC 84 is exceptional. It is the known
binary system CI Cam for which recently an X-ray-to-radio
flare was observed (Frontera et al. 1998; Orr et al. 1998). The
X-ray properties of MWC 84 suggest the presence of a compact
companion. Frontera et al. discuss the possibility of a neutron
star, black hole and white dwarf companion.

Based on K-band spectra Clark et al. (1999) suggest the
classification sgB[e]. Miroshnichenko et al. (2002b) discussed
in detail high resolution spectra observed in 2002. They find a
distance of less than 3 kpc and a luminosity of log L/L� ≤ 4.0.
The lack of significant [O ] emission (cf. Fig. D.1), casts some
doubt on the classification as B[e] star. This line seems to be
always present in B[e]-type stars. Despite its similarities with
B[e] stars MWC 84 is therefore possibly not a typical member
of this object class.

Hα is a very strong single-peaked emission line, Likewise,
He λ5876 Å is a strong emission line with a profile resembling
closely that of Hα. Both lines show a bump on the red flank
indicating a more complex structure (cf. also Miroshnichenko
et al. 2002b).

Na D is also present in emission. The line of MgI λ6318 Å
shows a split profile. There is some indication for a split profile
also for [N ]. The width of the weak line of [Fe ]λ7155 is
similar to that of [S ], but appears narrower than [N ].

C.3. MWC 137

MWC 137 is emdedded in the nebula S 266. In the past, this
star has usually been considered to be a Herbig Ae/Be star

(e.g. Finkenzeller & Mundt 1984; Thé et al. 1994). Recently,
Esteban & Fernandez (1998) studied high resolution spec-
tra (resolution R ≈ 20 000) and direct narrow band images
of MWC 137 and S 266. They measured a heliocentric radial
velocity of +18 ± 2 km s−1 for the nebula. From this they de-
rived a kinematical distance of about 6 kpc and concluded that
MWC 137 most likely is a B[e] supergiant.

The velocity of Hα of +43 km s−1 and+42 km s−1 measured
from the Calar Alto coudé of 1987 and the FOCES spectrum
of 2002, respectively, is significantly higher than the nebular
velocity quoted by Esteban & Fernandez. Unfortunately, they
do not give the heliocentric radial velocity of the stellar com-
ponent of Hα. Measuring the wavelength of the Hα peak from
their Fig. 2 yields vrad ≈ +20... + 25 km s−1, which is also
significantly smaller than the velocity measured in the Calar
Alto spectrum of 1987. More observations are needed to check
whether these differences are due to radial velocity variations.
Interestingly, the velocity measured from the He  λ5876 Å ab-
sorption line,+20 km s−1 (s. Table B.1), agrees remarkably well
with the nebular velocity.

The absorption features of the Na D doublet are each split
into three components with heliocentric radial velocities of
vhel = +18,+27, and +36 km s−1, corresponding to velocities
with respect to the local standard of rest (LSR) of vLSR =

+30,+39, and +48 km s−1, respectively. Comparing these ve-
locities with the galactic rotation curve determined by Brand
& Blitz (1993) reveals that for interstellar lines LSR veloci-
ties above ∼30 km s−1 should not be found along the line of
sight towards MWC 137 if the distance of 6 kpc as estimated
by Esteban & Fernandez is correct. However, it is not clear
whether all components are of interstellar origin. The distance
estimate based on the radial velocity should therefore be taken
with caution.

MWC 137 appears to be spectroscopically variable. In con-
trast to the strong and rather broad He  λ5876 Å emission
line detected by Esteban & Fernandez in the 1994 obser-
vations and in the FOCES spectrum of February 2002, the
spectrum of 1987 shows a broad absorption feature. Note,
however, that in 1987 He  λ6678 Å appeared in emission
(Fig. D.8). The heliocentric radial velocity of He  λ5876 Å
in 2002 was +36 km s−1. The P Cyg profile reported for Na D2

by Esteban & Fernandez is not visible in the 1987 spectrum.
Weak broad Na  emission was visible in February 2002.

C.4. MWC 297

MWC 297 is generally classified as a Herbig Be star (e.g.
Sharpless 1959; Herbig 1960; Finkenzeller & Mundt 1984).
For an extensive line list based on intermediate resolution spec-
tra cf. Andrillat & Jaschek (1998). Drew et al. (1997) car-
ried out a detailed analysis of this star and concluded that it
is B1.5Ve zero-age main-sequence star with a rotational veloc-
ity of ∼350 km s−1. Oudmaijer & Drew (1999) obtained spec-
tropolarimetry but could not detect intrinsic polarization from
the observation of Hα. They suggest that the aspect angle might
be close to pole-on. The spectroscopic observations presented
here show very narrow forbidden lines of [O ] and [N ] with
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widths of 31 km s−1 and 21 km s−1, respectively (Table A.1).
Likewise, Hα exhibits a single emission peak. These observa-
tions in fact seem to be consistent with a near pole-on view-
ing angle. However, the [O ] line though being narrow shows a
split profile suggesting a viewing angle somewhere between in-
termediate and edge-on rather than pole-on. Likewise, the high
rotational velocity found by Drew et al. (1997) is inconsistent
with a pole-on viewing angle. The presence of a flat structure of
the circumstellar matter around MWC 297 seen at radio wave-
length (Drew et al. 1997) also suggests a more edge-on aspect
angle. The question which viewing angle is correct thus still
remains controversial. However, the split [O ] profile argues
for a non-spherical distribution of the circumstellar envelope
of MWC 297.

C.5. MWC 300

MWC 300 was considered for a long time to be a Herbig Be star
(Herbig 1960; Finkenzeller & Mundt 1984). Allen & Swings
(1976) listed this object as peculiar Be star with infrared excess.
Based on the analysis of high-resolution spectra Wolf & Stahl
(1985), suggested that this star is actually a B hypergiant of
spectral type B1Ia+. Here the classification as sgB[e] is adopted
although the nature of MWC 300 is still controversial.

While Hα exhibits a double-peak type 3 profile a P Cygni
profile of group 1 is found for He  λ5876 Å. MWC 300
is the only star in the observed sample exhibiting a type 1
P Cygni profile of He . This line shows an additional narrow
blue shifted absorption component which is very likely also
due to He  λ5876 Å. Both, [O ]λ6300 Å and [N ]λ6584 Å
are single-peaked emission lines. The emission components of
Na  D are disturbed on the blue side by the interstellar absorp-
tion components.

Winkler & Wolf (1989) analyzed the emission line spec-
trum of MWC 300 using ESO CASPEC spectra (R ≈ 20 000)
observed in August 1984. The radial velocities measured for
the forbidden lines of [Fe ] and [O ] of +22.5 ± 0.7 km s −1

agree well with the velocities measured from the Calar Alto
coudé spectra of +23 km s−1 and +21 km s−1, respectively.
Winkler (1986) also lists detailed velocities for the Balmer line
profiles based on the same spectroscopic material. He mea-
sured −23 km s−1 and +61 km s−1 for the two emissson peaks
and +2 km s−1 for the central absorption of Hα. The central
and blue peak velocities are in good agreement with the results
listed in Table B.1, while for the red emission peak a slight
difference of 10 km s−1 might be present.

C.6. MWC 342 (=V1972 Cyg)

The status of MWC 342 is still poorly known leading to a clas-
sification of “unclB[e]”. Intermediate resolution spectra were
described by Andrillat & Jaschek (1999). Miroshnichenko
& Corporon (1999) discussed high resolution spectra and
published radial velocities for the Balmer lines Hα to Hδ.
Comparison with the velocity of Hα listed in Table B.1 shows
good agreement with their measurement.

Both, Hα and [O ] exhibit a split line profile. The veloc-
ity difference of the peaks of [O ] is only 12 km s−1 which
is about a factor of 10 smaller than for Hα. [Fe ]λ7155 and
[N ]λ6584 show single-peaked emission lines with FWHM
of 25 km s−1 and 30 km s−1, respectively, whereas [O ] has a
FWHM of 69 km s−1. The width of the Na D emission lines
at continuum level (FWZI) is 250 km s−1. For He  a FWZI
of 440 km s−1 was measured. The forbidden lines are signif-
icantly narrower at continuum level with FWZI of the order
of 100 km s−1.

C.7. MWC 349A

MWC 349A has been studied extensively during the past
decades. The observations have been carried out mainly at ra-
dio wavelengths and in the infrared, but there are still only
a few spectroscopic studies in the optical wavelength region,
e.g. Allen & Swings (1976), Brugel & Wallerstein (1979), and
Hartmann et al. (1980). For a recent investigation presenting a
line list based on medium resolution data cf. Andrillat et al.
(1996). Despite the observational efforts it s still discussed
controversially whether MWC 349A is a massive pre-main se-
quence or a post-main sequence object (type “unclB[e]” in
Table 1).

Based on velocity-resolved infrared spectroscopy Hamann
& Simon (1986) suggested a model for MWC 349A consist-
ing of a disk and a bipolar outflow similar to the model for
B[e] supergiants by Zickgraf et al. (1985). Split line profiles ob-
served by Hamann & Simon (1988) in the wavelength region
7500−9300Å with a resolution of 30 km s−1 were consistent
with this model. It is also supported by the speckle observa-
tions described by Leinert (1986) and Hofmann et al. (2002).
In both studies a flat disk-like structure oriented perpendicular
to the radio lobe found by White & Becker (1985) could be
resolved.

All lines observed in this work exhibit clear double-peaked
profiles. The lines of the different ions show different line
widths depending on excitation potential. With 130 km s−1 the
line of He  λ5876 Å has the largest width (FWHM). The lines
of [O ]λ6300 Å and [Fe ]λ7155 Å are the narrowest with 67
and 66 km s−1, respectively. [N ]λ6584 Å and [S ]λ6584 Å
are intermediate with 120 km s−1 and 124 km s−1, respectively.
MWC 349A shows the strongest [S ] line in the sample. The
line widths agree well with those given by Hamann & Simon
(1988).

C.8. MWC 645

MWC 645 is a poorly known object which is listed as unclB[e]
in Table 1. Swings & Allen (1973) studied the blue spectral
region of MWC 645 using 20 Å mm−1 coudé spectra observed
in 1971. They found that all strong emission lines of Fe 
and [Fe ] were double with a radial velocity difference be-
tween the stronger red and weaker blue peak of 150 km s −1.
The profiles of Hγ and Hδ exhibited three components. Swings
& Allen compared the spectrum with that of ηCar and found a
strong resemblance even for the line profiles.
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Low-resolution spectra have been investigated by Swings
& Andrillat (1981). The peculiar line profile of Hα shown in
Fig. 1 was visible also in their data. More recently, medium
resolution spectra were studied by Jaschek et al. (1996). They
measured a heliocentric radial velocity of −76 km s−1 from the
emission lines. This is in reasonable agreement with the results
listed in Table B.1 when the different spectral resolutions are
taken into account.

The Hα profile of MWC 645 is very peculiar. It consists
of a broad blue and a narrow red emission component. The
other objects with Hα profiles of type 3 exhibit blue and red
components of similar witdhs. A fit of Gaussian profiles to each
component yields widths of 5.0 Å and 1.3 Å (FWHM) for the
blue and red component, respectively.

The profiles of all other lines of MWC 645 exhibit a char-
acteristic asymmetry with a steep red flank and a wing on the
blue side. This is not found in any other object of the sample
studied here. In [O ] and [Fe ] the central emission peaks are
split by 19 km s−1 and 26 km s−1, respectively. This is much less
than reported by Swings & Allen (1973) and indicates spectral
variability. The profile of [N ] (observed with the lower reso-
lution of 23 000) is not split although being well resolved with
a FWHM of 64 km s−1. It exhibits a single peak, however with
an asymmetric line shape like the other metal lines.

The line of He  λ6678 visible in the 1995 spectrum of
Jaschek et al. was absent in 1987 (cf. Fig. D.8). The identifi-
cation of the emission line near λ6665 Å is uncertain. It could
be due to a blend of Fe  lines around λ6667 Å.

C.9. MWC 939

MWC 939 is a little studied object of unknown evolutionary
status. Until now no high-resolution spectra have been pub-
lished. Based on medium resolution spectra Parthasarathy et al.
(2000) suggested a spectral type of B5.

All emission lines observed exhibit double-peaked profiles
with the red peak being stronger than the blue peak. The veloc-
ity difference of the peaks of Hα is ∼90 km s−1. This line shows
some variability with the V/R ratio changing between 1987
and 1988. In 2000 the ratio was nearly the same as in 1988.
The velocity of the central absorption did not vary.

The metal lines have a much smaller line splitting than Hα
of about 10−15 km s−1. [O ] appears to be split slightly
more than the lines of [Fe ] and [N ]. The permitted
line Fe  λ6456 Å is also split. However, contrary to the for-
bidden lines the blue peak is stronger than the red.

C.10. MWC 1055

Little is known about MWC 1055. In Table 1 it is entered as un-
clB[e]. The only spectroscopic study has been carried by Allen
& Swings (1976) who classify the object as member of their
group 1 comprising objects with an appearance similar to con-
ventional Be stars. They found possible [O ] emission but Fe 
was absent.

The Hα profile is variable. In 1987 it exhibited a strong
red and a very weak blue emission peak. The absorption

component was weak and did not reach below the contin-
uum. In 2000 the absorption component was much broader
and the blue emission peak was even weaker. The velocity of
the blue absorption edge changed from −287 km s −1 in 1987
to −408 km s−1 in 2000. The velocity of the red emission peak
remained constant.

The coudé spectrum shows clear [O ] emission with a pos-
sible double-peak structure. In the lower resolution FOCES
spectrum [Fe ]λ7155 Å is present as weak single-peaked
emission line. Likewise, numerous Fe  lines are weakly
present in the FOCES spectrum. He  λ5876 Å appears in ab-
sorption. The Na D doublet shows a P Cyg profile with red-
shifted emission components and blue-shifted possibly cir-
cumstellar absorption components in addition to interstellar
absorption.

C.11. HD 45677 (=FS CMa)

HD 45677 is probably the best-studied B[e] star in the Milky
Way. Nevertheless, its nature is still controversial (cf. Lamers
et al. 1998; Cidale et al. 2001).

The first detailed spectroscopic investigation was carried
out by Swings (1973a). He detected split Fe  lines. The pho-
tospheric absorption line spectrum was analyzed by Israelian
et al. (1996) who derived T eff = 22 000 K and log g = 3.9, con-
sistent with the spectral type of B2V. Spectroscopic variablitity
was studied by Israelian & Musaev (1997). Short and long-term
photometric and spectroscopic behaviour was studied in detail
by de Winter & van den Ancker (1997).

The Hα line of HD 45677 observed in 1988 exhibits a
complex profile similar to that reported by de Winter &
van den Ancker (1997). Their spectra were obtained in 1993
and 1994. The line profile of 1988 shows a red emission com-
ponent which is split into two subcomponents. The peak sep-
aration is 25 km s−1. Comparison with the high-resolution line
profiles of de Winter & van den Ancker (1997) indicates some
slight long-term variability of the line profile. The V/R ratio of
the subcomponents of the main Hα peak changed from 1.0 in
March 1988 to 0.92 in October 1993 and 0.80 in January 1994,
as measured from the plots in de Winter & van den Ancker
(1997).

Whereas [O ]λ6300 Å is marginally split by 6 km s−1 into
two components, [Fe ]λ7155 Å shows only a single emis-
sion peak although the FWHM and FWZI of the latter line are
larger. Likewise, [N ] is a single-peaked emission line, how-
ever significantly narrower than [O ]. The permitted Fe  line
at λ6456 Å exhibits two well separated peaks with a velocity
difference of 29 km s−1, similar to the subcomponents of Hα.
Swings (1973a) measured a similar line splitting of 32 km s−1

for the Fe  lines.

C.12. HD 87643

HD 87643 was originally classified by Carlson & Henize
(1979) as P Cygni type or nova-like star. It is now generally
listed as B[e] supergiant.
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HD 87643 is embeddded in a reflection nebula (Henize
1962) for which Surdej et al. (1981) found an expansion veloc-
ity of about 150 km s−1. On the other hand, a much higher out-
flow velocity of ∼1400 km s−1 measured from the P Cygni pro-
file of Hα was reported by Carlson & Henize (1979). From Hβ
de Freitas Pacheco et al. (1982) obtained an outflow velocity
of 1200 km s−1. A recent optical study of HD 87643 was car-
ried out by Oudmaijer et al. (1998). They found blue edge ve-
locities of the P Cygni profile of Hα of 1500−1800km s−1 in
spectra observed in 1997 with clear indication of variability on
a time scale of 3 months.

The wavelength interval covered by the 1986/88 CES spec-
tra is to small to include the broad P Cygni absorption com-
ponent. It only covers the central part of the profile within
a velocity range of ±650 km s−1. The comparison of this part
of the line profile with the profiles displayed in Oudmaijer
et al. shows that the V/R has changed significantly from ∼0.3
in 1986/88 to 0.55 in January 1997 and 0.8 in April 1997. From
1986 to 1988 the equivalent widths of Hα and of [O ]λ6300 Å
increased by about 20%.

The FWHM of the forbidden lines of [O ]λ6300 Å and
[Fe ]λ7155 Å are 37 km s−1 and 43 km s−1, respectively.
Oudmaijer et al. (1998) measured 40 km s−1 for [O ] in 1997,
which is in good agreement with the CES spectra. The line
of [Fe ]λ7155 Å appears slightly asymmetric. It exhibits a
faint blue wing which leads to a FWZI of 260 km s−1. The
FWZI of [O ] on the other hand is only 180 km s−1. Note, how-
ever, that [O ]λ6300 Å is slightly disturbed on the blue side
by Fe (62)λ6297 Å, which could mask a blue wing as ob-
served in the [Fe ] profile.

The splitting of the emission peak of Hα is ∼200 km s−1

with some indication for an increase by 30 km s−1 from 1986
to 1988. This is mainly due to an increased blue shift of the blue
emission component. Oudmaijer et al. measured a line splitting
of 180 km s−1, again in good agreement with the CES spectra.
The central dip of Hα is shifted to the blue relative to the for-
bidden lines by ∼100 km s−1.

Oudmaijer et al. mention the possible presence of an ab-
sorption feature of He  λ5876 Å. In the CES spectrum of 1988
this line is clearly present in absorption. Its heliocentric radial
velocity is shifted to the red by 32 km s−1 relative to the forbid-
den lines. The permitted line of Fe  λ6456 Å on the other hand
is shifted to the blue by 12 km s−1 relative to [O ] and [Fe ].
Furthermore, this line and the Fe  lines around 4550 Å exhibit
blue wings.

C.13. Hen 230 (=He 2-17)

Very little is known about this object of type unclB[e]. It ap-
peared in lists of planetary nebulae, but was recognized as
“misclassified” PN by Acker et al. (1987).

Swings (1973b) described spectra of this object. He de-
tected lines of Hα, Hβ, Hγ, Hδ, [O ]λ6300 Å, [S ]λ4068 Å, a
possible blend of [Fe ] and possible He  λ4471 Å. However,
no indication of [N ] or [O ] lines was found. He concluded
that Hen 230 resembles more a peculiar Be star than a planetary
nebula.

The CES spectra show single-peaked profiles of all ob-
served lines. With ∼15 km s−1 the forbidden lines of [Fe ]
and [N ] are very narrow, but resolved. The permitted line
of Fe  λ6456 Å is 6 times broader than the forbidden
line [Fe ]λ7155 Å. Furthermore, it is slightly blue shifted
by −6 km s−1 relative to the forbidden lines whereas the peak
of Hα is red shifted by +11 km s−1.

C.14. Hen 485 (=Wray 15-642)

First described by Allen & Swings (1976) this stars was classi-
fied by Allen (1978) using low resolution spectra as Be!pec. He
noted that it appeared to be surrounded by a low density emis-
sion nebula with high excitation. Apart from this not much is
known about Hen 485. Thé et al. (1994) list it among “other
Bep or B[e] stars with strong IR-excess and unknown spectral
type”. It is classified “unclB[e]” in Table 1.

Hen 485 exhibits a variable Hα line profile. In 1988 an ab-
sorption component was visible which was absent in 1986.
The heliocentric radial velocity of the blue edge in 1988
is −361 km s−1. Adopting the mean velocity of the forbidden
lines of −10 km s−1 as systemic velocity this leads to a wind ex-
pansion velocity of 371 km s−1. The forbidden lines are single-
peaked whereas the permitted line Fe  λ6456 Å is split into
two components by 29 km s−1.

He  λ5876 Å is a broad emission line with FWZI
of 410 km s−1, centred on the velocity of the forbidden lines
but with a slightly asymmetric red wing. Na D shows emis-
sion components and possibly also a circumstellar absorption
component. On the blue side of Na  λ5889 Å an absorption
feature is visible. If identified with this line the central radial
velocity would be −263 kms. The corresponding red doublet
component would then be filled in by the emission of the blue
doublet component explaining its absence.

C.15. Hen 1191

Le Bertre et al. (1989) classified Hen 1191 as a possible proto-
planetary nebula, i.e. as an object in a stage intermediate be-
tween the asymptotic giant branch and the PN stage. They de-
tected a bipolar nebula which is even visible on the Digital Sky
Survey. In Table 1 the star is therefore listed as cPNB[e].

Hen 1191 exhibits double-peaked Hα and very narrow
emission lines. The peak separation of Hα is 79 km s−1. The av-
erage widths at half maximum is 19 ± 2 km s−1 for [O ], [N ]
[Fe ], and Fe . Note that the lines are resolved. The forbidden
lines of Hen 1191 are the strongest of the sample.

Le Bertre et al. also observed a high-resolution Hα line
profile using the same instrumentation at ESO as for the ob-
servations presented here. The spectrum was obtained in 1988
just 10 days before the one shown in Fig. 1. The radial veloc-
ities measured from the Hα profile by Le Bertre et al. seem to
differ from the results given here in this paper in Table B.1.
From the wavelengths they list in their Table 3 radial veloc-
ities of −33 km s−1 and −43 km s−1 can be calculated, which
correspond to a peak separation of 10 km s−1 only. However,
this contradicts the peak separation visible in the spectrum
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Table C.1. Metal absorption lines identified in the spectra of
CD−24◦5721 with observed and laboratory wavelengths and helio-
centric radial velocities.

line λobs [Å] λlab [Å] vrad [km s−1]

Cr (31) 4285.09 4284.210 62

Fe (27) 4303.95 4303.166 55

Fe (28) 4297.41 4296.567 52:

Fe (38) 4550.36 4549.467 59

Fe (37) 4556.79 4555.890 59

Cr (44) 4559.54 4558.659 58

shown in their Fig. 6a, which is consistent with a separation
of ≈70 km s−1, and hence is in good agreement with the line
profile presented here in Fig. 1.

C.16. CD–24◦5721

The unknown evolutionary status leads to a classification of
“unclB[e]” in Table 1. Allen & Swings (1976) detected P Cygni
profiles in the Balmer lines from Hα to Hδ. Furthermore, emis-
sion lines of [S ], [Fe ], and Fe  were found. He  λ5876 Å
appeared in emission while He  λ4471 Å was present in
absorption.

The CES spectrum shows a double-peaked Hα emission
line with a peak separation of 120 km s−1. Likewise, [O ] is
double-peak, however with a peak separation of only 12 km s −1.
[N ] and [Fe ] are single-peaked emission lines. Unlike any
other star in the sample the permitted lines of Fe  appear as
narrow absorption lines which are unshifted relative to the for-
bidden lines (Fig. D.6). In this respect CD−24◦5721 resembles
strongly the shell-type classical Be stars. Heliocentric radial ve-
locities of the detected absorption lines are listed in Table C.1.
The absorption line FWHM is 11 km s−1. Contrary to the ob-
servation by Allen & Swings (1976) He  λ5876 Å is present as
broad absorption line with a FWHM of 310 km s−1, indicating
spectroscopic variability. It is slightly blue shifted relative to
the forbidden lines.

C.17. CPD–57◦2874 (=Wray 15-535, Hen 394)

The spectrum of CPD−57◦2874 has been described by Carlson
& Henize (1979) as that of a fairly typical P Cygni star.
They detected blue shifted absorption components from Hγ
through H8, but not in Hβ. The average velocity of the Balmer
emission lines is 28 km s−1, the average absorption veloc-
ity is −223 km s−1. Broad He  absorption lines at 4471 Å
and 3964 Å were found. In He  λ4471 Å they suspected an
emission component on the red side. McGregor et al. (1988)
classified this star as B[e] supergiant.

The CES observations show a double-peaked Hα line
with a relatively broad red emission peak. The velocity of
the red peak of +22 km s−1 is in good agreement with the

measurement of Carlson & Henize. The central absorption
component has a velocity of −75 km s−1, i.e. it is less blue
shifted than the absorption components of the higher Balmer
lines observed by Carlson & Henize. The helium line
He  λ5876 Å clearly shows the emission component suspected
by Carlson & Henize. It sits on the red side of a broad ab-
sorption feature. The blue absorption component exhibits an
absorption wing extending to a radial velocity of −446 km s −1.
The centre of the blue absorption component is at a velocity
of −148 km s−1.

[O ]λ6300 Å has a nearly flat-topped emission pro-
file. [Fe ]λ7155 Å exhibits a double-peaked profile slightly
broader than [O ]. [N ]λ6583 Å is narrower than the two
other forbidden lines, however it displays a split line pro-
file. Likewise, the permitted line Fe  λ6456 Å has a double-
peaked structure with the central absorption blue shifted rela-
tive to the centres of the forbidden lines. The peak separation
is 99 km s−1. It is the broadest (FWHM) metal line observed for
CPD−57◦2874.

C.18. CPD–52◦9243

Detailed studies of the B[e] supergiant CPD−52◦9243 based
on high-resolution spectra were carried out by Swings (1981)
and Winkler & Wolf (1989). The latter detected Balmer lines
exhibiting P Cygni profiles with a separation between emis-
sion and absorption components of 145 km s−1. He  lines were
present only in absorption. Numerous lines of singly ionized
and neutral metals were found, the stronger lines exhibiting
P Cygni profiles. Many of these lines displayed double-peaked
emission components with peaks at heliocentric radial veloc-
ities of −50 km s−1 and −10 km s−1. The only forbidden lines
found were [O ]λλ6300, 6364 Å. No forbidden singly ionized
iron lines were found by these authors.

The CES spectra are only partly consistent with these find-
ings. Hα has a P Cygni profile similar to that shown by Winkler
& Wolf. The absorption component reaches below the contin-
uum level. Fe  λ6456 Å also exhibits a P Cygni profile. Its
absorption component is more blue shifted by 44 km s −1 than
the P Cygni absorption of Hα.

In addition to [O ]λ6300 Å the line [Fe ]λ7155 Å is
present. This is the first detection of a forbidden line other than
those of [O ]. The profiles of the forbidden lines are asymmet-
ric. However, in contrast to the findings of Winkler & Wolf no
clear double-peak structure is discernible neither in the forbid-
den lines nor in the permitted line Fe  λ6456. This is surpris-
ing, since Swings (1981) noted that a doubling of the red emis-
sion component exists for most of the strong emission lines.

He  appears in absorption only. The centre of the
absorption line of He  λ5876 Å shows the same velocity as
the P Cygni absorption components, i.e. it is blue shifted rela-
tive to the emission peaks. The radial velocity is −300 km s−1.
The blue edge velocity is −494 km s−1.

Whereas the Na D doublet in the other stars shows very
likely pure interstellar absorption features, in CPD−52◦9243
a circumstellar absorption component is clearly visible. The
Na D1 line exhibits a rather broad absorption wing visible in
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the bluest feature of the multi-component absorption complex.
The velocity of the blue edge is −476 km s−1, i.e. close to the
velocity of the blue edge of He  λ5876 Å. The Na D2 line
seems to show a similar profile. However, the extended absorp-
tion wing is strongly disturbed by the interstellar absorption
lines of the blue doublet component.

Appendix D: Observed spectra

In this section the observed spectra are presented except Hα
which is shown in Fig. 1. The wavelength section around
[O ]λ6300 Å shown in Fig. D.1 additionally contains the
lines of [S ]λ6312 Å and Mg  λ6318 Å. The profiles
of [N ]λ6583 Å are displayed in Fig. D.2. Note that the
profiles of MWC 137, MWC 342, and MWC 1055 were ob-
served with FOCES. MWC 297 and MWC 645 were observed
with the lower coudé resolution of 23 000. The spectrum in
the wavelength section shown contains additionally the line
of Fe  λ6587 Å and in the case MWC 84 of C  λ6578 Å. The
wavelength section around the forbidden line of [Fe ]λ7155 Å
is displayed in Fig. D.3. The line of [Fe ]λ7172 Å belonging
to the same multiplet 14F is also visible in most cases, how-
ever, heavily disturbed by strong telluric absorption features
which could not be well corrected. For two stars the forbid-
den [Fe ] lines at λλ4276, 4287 Å were observed. They are
shown in Fig. D.4. The line profiles of the permitted Fe  line
at λ6456 are displayed in Fig. D.5. In addition, sections of the
spectra of three stars around λ4560 Å containing numerous
Fe  lines are shown in Fig. D.6. The lines of He  λ5876 Å and
of the Na D doublet are shown in Fig. D.7. For four stars the
wavelength region around He  λ6678 Å was observed. They
are shown in Fig. D.8
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Fig. D.1. Sections of the spectra around the lines of [O ]λ6300 Å, [S ]λ6312 Å, and Mg  λ6318 Å.
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Fig. D.1. [O ]λ6300 Å, continued. HD 87643 was observed twice, in 1986 (solid line) and 1988 (dashed line).
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Fig. D.1. [O ]λ6300 Å, continued.
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Fig. D.2. Sections of the spectra around the line of [N ]λ6583 Å. Several stars also show emission of Fe  λ6587 Å. MWC 84 in addition
exhibits C  λ6578 Å.
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Fig. D.2. [N ]λ6583 Å, continued. The line visible in HD 87643 is Fe  λ6587 Å.
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Fig. D.2. [N ]λ6583 Å, continued. The line visible in CPD−52◦9243 is Fe  λ6587 Å.
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Fig. D.3. Sections of the spectra around the line [Fe ]λ7155 Å. Also visible is [Fe ]λ7172 Å.
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Fig. D.3. [Fe ]λ7155 Å, continued. For MWC 1055 the telluric absorption lines have not been corrected.
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Fig. D.3. [Fe ]λ7155 Å, continued.

Fig. D.4. Sections of the spectra around [Fe ]λ4287 observed for two stars.
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Fig. D.5. Permitted Fe  line profiles. The figure shows sections of the spectra around the permitted line of Fe  λ6456 Å.
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Fig. D.5. Fe  λ6456 Å, continued.

Fig. D.6. Permitted Fe  lines around λ4560 Å observed for three stars.
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Fig. D.7. Sections of the spectra around the lines of He  λ5876 Å and the Na D doublet. The upper spectrum of MWC 84 has been overplotted
with a stretch factor of 10 in the normalized flux.
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Fig. D.7. He  λ5876 Å, continued.
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Fig. D.7. He  λ5876 Å, continued.

Fig. D.8. Sections of the spectra around He  λ6678 Å observed for four stars.


